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1. Introduction. We consider the space-time finite element discretization of
the following class of time-optimal control problems, where u denotes the state, q the
control, and T the terminal time:
\int 
\alpha  T
\| q(t)\| 2L2 (\omega ) dt
Minimize j(T, q) := T +
2 0
\left\{ 
T > 0 q \in  L2 ((0, T ) \times  \omega ),
\partial t u  -  \Delta u = Bq

(P )
subject to

in (0, T ) \times  \Omega ,
on (0, T ) \times  \partial \Omega ,

u=0
u(0) = u0

in \Omega ,

G(u(T )) \leq  0,
qa \leq  q(t) \leq  qb

in \omega , t \in  (0, T ).

Here, B is the control operator, qa , qb \in  \BbbR  are the control constraints, and the terminal
constraint on the state is expressed in terms of the function G, which is defined as
(1.1)

G(u) :=

1
\delta  2
\| u  -  ud \| 2L2 (\Omega )  -  0 ,
2
2

where the desired state ud \in  H01 (\Omega ) and \delta 0 > 0 are given problem data. Moreover,
\alpha  > 0 is a fixed cost parameter. The precise assumptions will be given in section 2.
Thus, the goal is to steer the heat equation from an initial state u0 into a ball of radius
\delta 0 around ud , while minimizing the length of the control horizon plus a quadratic cost
term for the control.
Time-optimal control of partial differential equations is of general interest: in
many applications, a certain optimization criterion has to be met after some time,
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which should be chosen as short as possible. This does not only include the classical
case where one is plainly interested in finding an admissible control that reaches the
target set in minimal time, but also problems where additional cost or regularization
terms are accounted for in the objective functional; cf., e.g., [21, 22, 31]. The fact that
the problem is posed on a variable time-horizon introduces a nonlinear dependency
on the additional control variable T . This significantly complicates the analysis and
numerical realization of (P ) compared to linear-quadratic problems with a fixed T ;
see, e.g, [27, 28, 26]. The goal of this article is to describe an appropriate fully spacetime discrete formulation, which is based on a transformation to a reference interval,
and to prove optimal order a priori discretization error estimates.
Although time-optimal control is considered to be a classical subject in control
theory, to the best of our knowledge there are only a few publications concerning the
numerical analysis of such problems in the context of parabolic equations. The existing contributions have in common that the terminal set is given by an L2 -ball around
a desired state (often assumed to be zero), the objective functional is j(T, q) = T ,
and the state is discretized only in space by means of continuous linear finite elements. In [34] convergence of optimal times for a one dimensional heat equation is
proved based on a bang-bang principle. Thereafter, more general spatial domains
have been considered. Purely time-dependent controls acting on the boundary have
been considered in [20]. There, an error estimate for the optimal times of order
\scrO (h3/2 - \varepsilon  ) is proved for all \varepsilon  > 0, assuming that u0 \in  H 3/2 (\Omega ). Furthermore, convergence of optimal times and controls for ud \not = 0 with u0 , ud \in  H 1/2 - \varepsilon  (\Omega ) is shown
in [24] for a setting with boundary control. More recently, for distributed control
and u0 \in  H01 (\Omega ) the error estimate \scrO (h) has been proved in [36] for the linear heat
equation and for a semilinear heat equation in [38]. Both articles use a cellwise
linear discretization for the control and the set of admissible controls is defined by
Qad := \{  q \in  L\infty  ((0, \infty ); L2 (\omega )) : \| q(t)\| L2 \leq  1 a.e. t \} . Employing a variational control discretization, the error estimates \scrO (h) for T and \scrO (h1 - \varepsilon  ) for the control and the
state have been shown in [15]. Convergence of optimal times and controls for a class
of abstract evolution equations has been recently shown in [35]. We point out that the
authors impose less regularity on the initial value as in the references before, which in
our setting would correspond to the assumption u0 \in  L2 (\Omega ). In contrast, we assume
that u0 , ud \in  H01 (\Omega ) to obtain optimal order error estimates; see also Remark 2.1.
To the best of our knowledge this paper provides the first systematic numerical
analysis for the full discretization of a time-optimal control problem. This is one
of the main novelties compared to the contributions mentioned above, where only
semidiscretizations (in space) have been considered. Our approach is based upon a
transformation to a reference interval. The state equation is discretized by means of
the discontinuous Galerkin scheme in time (corresponding to a version of the implicit
Euler method) and linear finite elements in space. We prove optimal convergence rates
for the control variable for different control discretization strategies. For example, in
the case of variational control discretization we obtain the convergence rate \scrO (k + h2 )
in all variables up to a logarithmic term. Here, k and h denote the temporal and
spatial mesh size, respectively. We note that the presence of the cost term with
\alpha  > 0 is crucial for our analysis and changes the character of the optimal solutions
compared to the classical case with \alpha  = 0. While in the latter case we expect bangbang controls containing jump discontinuities, in the former case the optimal controls
are more regular. Nevertheless, this case is also interesting, since it arises in the
presence of control costs or if bang-bang controls are not desirable. Moreover, it can
be interpreted as a regularization strategy for the purely time-optimal problem; cf.
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also [19, 23]. In this context, the behavior of the discrete solutions as \alpha  \rightarrow  0 has to
be investigated. However, this is beyond the scope of this article.
The convergence result is proved in two steps. First, we obtain a suboptimal convergence rate for the control variable, where we rely on a quadratic growth condition
that follows from a second order sufficient optimality condition (SSC). Conceptually
the discretization error is related to differences of the objective functional for the continuous and the discrete solutions, where we have to take square roots in the end; see
Proposition 4.13. In the context of pointwise state constraints this is often acceptable, as low regularity of the problem prevents better order convergence; cf., e.g., [30].
However, the solutions of (P ) exhibit better regularity, so we can expect an improved
rate of convergence. For the proof we adapt ideas from [9] for unconstrained problems
to the constrained case. This second estimate uses the SSC directly and relates the
discretization error to differences of derivatives of the Lagrange function, which avoids
taking square roots at the end; see Lemma 4.16. This directly results in the previously
described \scrO (| log k| (k+h2 )) convergence result using the variational discretization concept. Note that this immediately implies the same result for the practically relevant
case of control by a finite number of time-dependent parameters; see Corollary 4.18.
For distributed controls we also consider an additional discretization in space by elementwise constant discontinuous or linear continuous finite elements. Here, we obtain
optimal rates of convergence that are additionally restricted by the discrete space
and the limited smoothness of the control variables, which may have discontinuous
derivatives.
As evident from the discussion above, the convergence result relies on an SSC. In
general, it is difficult to verify that for a given problem an SSC is satisfied. In this
regard, we note that SSCs have been used in related contexts by many authors; see,
e.g., [9, 30]. For the problem under consideration in this paper, we show that the
employed SSC is equivalent to a scalar condition that can be evaluated for a given
optimal solution by solving an additional linear quadratic optimization problem; see
subsection 3.4. Moreover, this scalar condition can be related to the curvature of a
value function, which arises from (P ) by resolving the corresponding linear quadratic
optimization problem for each fixed T ; cf. [23]. This connection highlights the intrinsic importance of the SSC for the class of optimization problems under consideration.
Additionally, a similar computation on the discrete level allows one to compute this
curvature constant for the discrete problems with a small numerical effort. We consider this to be an indicator for the SSC on the continuous level. In the numerical
examples we observe that the curvature constant is bounded from below for different
cost parameters \alpha  and for sequences of refined discretizations uniformly with respect
to the mesh parameters k and h.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the notation and
state the main assumption. First order and second order optimality conditions for (P ),
which form the basis of the error analysis, are discussed in section 3. Section 4 introduces the space-time discretization of (P ) and the main convergence results are
derived. Last, in section 5, numerical examples are given, which illustrate the convergence rates in the context of concrete examples.
2. Notation and main assumptions. For \Omega  \subset  \BbbR d a Lipschitz domain, H01 (\Omega )
is the usual Sobolev space with zero trace and the corresponding dual space is denoted
by H  - 1 (\Omega ). The duality pairing between H01 (\Omega ) and H  - 1 (\Omega ) is denoted \langle \cdot , \cdot \rangle . We define the Laplace operator  - \Delta  : H01 (\Omega ) \rightarrow  H  - 1 (\Omega ) by means of the weak formulation,
i.e., the boundary conditions are implicitly contained in the definition. If ambiguity
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is not to be expected, we drop the spatial domain \Omega  from the notation of the spaces.
For Z a Hilbert space, (\cdot , \cdot )Z stands for its inner product. If A is a linear operator on
a Banach space X, we use \scrD X (A) to denote the domain of A on X equipped with the
graph norm as usual. Last, c is a generic constant that may have different values at
different appearances.
Throughout this paper we impose the following assumptions.
Assumption 2.1. Let \Omega  \subset  \BbbR d , d \in  \{  2, 3 \} , be a polygonal/polyhedral and convex
domain, and \alpha  > 0 a given cost parameter. The initial value satisfies u0 \in  H01 (\Omega ).
Concerning the control operator B we consider one of the following situations:
(i) Distributed control: Let \omega  \subseteq  \Omega  be the control domain. The control operator
B : L2 (\omega ) \rightarrow  L2 (\Omega ) is the extension by zero operator. Clearly, its adjoint
B \ast  : L2 (\Omega ) \rightarrow  L2 (\omega ) is the restriction to \omega  operator. To avoid the necessity of
discretizing the control operator, we assume for simplicity that \omega  is polygonal
or polyhedral as well.
(ii) Purely time-dependent control: For Nc \in  \BbbN , let \omega  = \{  1, 2, . . . , Nc \}  be
equipped
the counting measure. The control operator is defined by
\sum Nwith
c
2
Bq =
q
e
n
n , where en \in  L (\Omega ) are given form functions. Then we
n=1
Nc
\ast 
2
2
\sim 
have L (\omega ) = \BbbR  and B : L (\Omega ) \rightarrow  \BbbR Nc with (B \ast  \varphi )n = (en , \varphi )L2 (\Omega ) for
n = 1, 2, . . . , Nc .
The space of admissible controls is defined as
\bigl\{ 
\bigr\} 
Qad := q \in  L2 (\omega ) : qa \leq  q \leq  qb a.e. in \omega  \subset  L\infty  (\omega )
for qa , qb \in  \BbbR  with qa < qb . In addition, for T > 0 set Q(0, T ) := L2 ((0, T ) \times  \omega ) and
Qad (0, T ) := \{ q \in  Q(0, T ) : q(t) \in  Qad a.e. t \in  (0, T )\}  \subset  L\infty  ((0, T ) \times  \omega ).
Moreover, we use W (0, T ) to abbreviate H 1 ((0, T ); H  - 1 ) \cap  L2 ((0, T ); H01 ), endowed
with the canonical norm and inner product. The symbol iT : W (0, T ) \rightarrow  L2 denotes
the continuous trace mapping iT u = u(T ). We also define the canonical extension of
the control operator B : Q(0, T ) \rightarrow  L2 ((0, T ) \times  \Omega ) by setting (Bq)(t) = Bq(t) for any
q \in  Q(0, T ).
Assumption 2.2. The terminal constraint G is defined by (1.1) for a fixed desired
state ud \in  H01 (\Omega ) and \delta 0 > 0.
Remark 2.1.
(i) The error analysis remains valid for more general terminal constraints. Precisely, we require that G is two times continuously Fr\'echet differentiable, the
mapping \eta  \mapsto \rightarrow  G\prime \prime  (u)[\eta ]2 is weakly lower semicontinuous, G\prime \prime  is bounded on
bounded sets in L2 (\Omega ), and G\prime  (u)\ast  \in  H01 for any u \in  H01 . We restrict attention to (1.1) in order to make the main ideas more transparent to the reader.
Another terminal constraint that would fit into this more general setting can
be found in [4, section 5.4].
(ii) The regularity assumption ud \in  H01 (\Omega ) is required for optimal order of convergence. Since G\prime  (u)\ast  = u  -  ud defines the terminal value of the adjoint
equation, this leads to improved regularity of the adjoint equation, which in
turn allows one to prove full order of convergence.
(iii) In addition, we would like to justify the regularity assumption ud \in  H01 (\Omega )
from a different perspective, namely, that of weak invariance. The target
set U = \{  u \in  L2 (\Omega ) : G(u) \leq  0 \}  is called weakly invariant under the state
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equation if, for any u0 satisfying G(u0 ) \leq  0, there is an admissible control
q(t) \in  Qad such that the corresponding trajectory with initial value u0 satisfies G(u(t)) \leq  0 for all times; cf. [4, section 4] and the references therein.
Since the formulation of (P ) only requires the state to be inside the target set
at the final time T (but not at later times), it seems to be desirable to require
the target set to be weakly invariant, since this guarantees that G(u(t)) \leq  0
can be maintained for t > T . However, this requirement already implies that
the metric projection PU to U in L2 (\Omega ) is stable in H01 (\Omega ); see [4, Lemma 3.5].
This further leads to the requirement G\prime  (PU (u))\ast  = PU (u)  -  ud \in  H01 (\Omega ) for
all u \in  H01 (\Omega ), which implies the assumption on ud .
In order to ensure existence of feasible points, we require the following.
Assumption 2.3. There exist a finite time T > 0 and a feasible control q \in 
Qad (0, T ) such that the solution to the state equation of (P ) satisfies G(u(T )) \leq  0.
To exclude the trivial case, we additionally assume G(u0 ) > 0.
Remark 2.2. We exemplify situations where Assumption 2.3 holds.
(i) In the case of distributed control on an open subset \omega  \subset  \Omega , the state equation
is known to be approximately controllable (see, e.g., [33, 40]). This guarantees
existence of feasible controls for sufficiently large control constraints relative
to ud ; cf. also [14] for estimates on the necessary size of the control bounds.
(ii) For ud = 0 and if 0 \in  Qad (0, 1), then for any \delta 0 > 0 the control q \equiv  0 is
feasible for T > 0 sufficiently large, since the semigroup generated by \Delta  is
exponentially stable in L2 (\Omega ).
(iii) To generalize the previous statement, assume there is a control q\u  \in  Qad with
(2.1)

\| B q\u  + \Delta ud \| H  - 1 <

c2P
\delta 0 ,
1 + c2P

where cP denotes the Poincar\'e constant. Then, q \equiv  q\u  is a feasible control for
large enough T ; see [4, Lemma 3.9, Proposition 5.3].
3. Optimal control problem. Since the problem (P ) is posed on a variable
time domain, we first introduce a transformation to the unit time interval, which is
the basis for the subsequent analysis and the numerical methods.
3.1. Change of variables. For \nu  \in  \BbbR + we perform a change of variable t \mapsto \rightarrow  \nu t
and obtain the transformed state equation
\partial t u(t)  -  \nu \Delta u(t) = \nu Bq(t), t \in  (0, 1),

u(0) = u0 .

For the transformed state equation on the unit time interval I = (0, 1), the parameter \nu  replaces the free end time T . Standard results for parabolic equations
(see, e.g., [12, Theorem 2, Chapter XVIII, Section 3]) imply that for each pair
(\nu , q) \in  \BbbR + \times  Q(0, 1) there exists a unique solution to the transformed state equation.
Let S : \BbbR + \times  Q(0, 1) \rightarrow  W (0, 1), (\nu , q) \mapsto \rightarrow  u denote the corresponding control-to-state
mapping. We endow the product space \BbbR \times L2 (I \times \omega ) with the canonical inner product
and abbreviate its norm as
\Bigl( 
\Bigr) 1/2
\| (\delta \nu , \delta q)\|  = | \delta \nu | 2 + \| \delta q\| 2L2 (I\times \omega )
.
For convenience of notation, we sometimes abbreviate \chi  = (\nu , q). Moreover, we
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introduce the reduced objective and constraint functionals as
\int 
g(\nu , q) := G(i1 S(\nu , q)), j(\nu , q) :=
0

1

\Bigl( 
\Bigr) 
\alpha 
\nu  1 + \| q(t)\| 2L2 (\omega ) dt.
2

The transformed optimal control problem is then given by
(P\^ )

inf

\nu \in \BbbR +
q\in Qad (0,1)

j(\nu , q)

subject to g(\nu , q) \leq  0.

The definition of the set of admissible controls Qad transfers to the transformed problem, because of time independence of the control constraints. In fact, both problems (P\^ ) and (P ) are equivalent; cf., e.g., [4, Proposition 4.6]. Because no ambiguity
arises between (P\^ ) and (P ), we do not rename variables.
Since there exists at least one feasible control due to Assumption 2.3, wellposedness of (P\^ ) is obtained by standard arguments; cf., e.g., [4, Proposition 4.1].
Note, that \nu  = 0 is not admissible due to the assumption G(u0 ) > 0, and that the optimal solution must fulfill the terminal constraint with equality (otherwise, a control
with a shorter time is still admissible, while having a smaller objective value).
Proposition 3.1. Problem (P\^ ) admits a solution (\=
\nu , q)
\= \in  \BbbR + \times  Qad (0, 1) with
associated state u
\= = S(\=
\nu , q).
\= Moreover, it holds g(\=
\nu , q)
\= = G(\=
u(1)) = 0.
We now give several simple auxiliary results, which will be needed throughout the
paper. First, by standard arguments, we obtain the following differentiability result.
Lemma 3.2. Let \nu  \in  \BbbR + and q \in  Q(0, 1). The control-to-state mapping S is twice
continuously Fr\'echet differentiable. Moreover, \delta u = S \prime  (\nu , q)(\delta \nu , \delta q) \in  W (0, 1) is the
unique solution to
\partial t \delta u  -  \nu \Delta \delta u = \delta \nu (Bq + \Delta u) + \nu B\delta q,

\delta u(0) = 0,

for (\delta \nu , \delta q) \in  \BbbR  \times  L2 (I \times  \omega ) and \delta  u
\~ = S \prime \prime  (\nu , q)(\delta \nu 1 , \delta q1 ; \delta \nu 2 , \delta q2 ) \in  W (0, 1) is the
unique solution to
\partial t \delta  u
\~  -  \nu \Delta \delta  u
\~ = \delta \nu 1 (B\delta q2 + \Delta \delta u2 ) + \delta \nu 2 (B\delta q1 + \Delta \delta u1 ) ,

\delta  u(0)
\~
= 0,

for (\delta \nu i , \delta qi ) \in  \BbbR  \times  L2 (I \times  \omega ) and \delta ui = S \prime  (\nu , q)(\delta \nu i , \delta qi ), i = 1, 2.
The state, tangent state, and second tangent state defined above satisfy the following stability estimates.
Proposition 3.3. There exists a constant c > 0 such that for all \nu  > 0, q \in 
L2 (I; H  - 1 ), and initial conditions u0 \in  L2 it holds
\bigl( \surd 
\bigr) 
\surd 
\| u\| C([0,1];L2 ) + \nu \| u\| L2 (I;H 1 ) \leq  c \nu \| q\| L2 (I;H  - 1 ) + \| u0 \| L2 ,
\bigr) 
\surd 
| \delta \nu |  \bigl( 
\| \delta u\| C([0,1];L2 ) + \nu \| \delta u\| L2 (I;H 1 ) \leq  c \surd  \| q\| L2 (I;H  - 1 ) + \| u\| L2 (I;H 1 )
\nu 
\surd 
+ \nu \| \delta q\| L2 (I;H  - 1 ) ,
\bigr) 
\surd 
| \delta \nu |  \bigl( 
\| \delta  u\| 
\~ C([0,1];L2 ) + \nu \| \delta  u\| 
\~ L2 (I;H 1 ) \leq  c \surd  \| \delta q\| L2 (I;H  - 1 ) + \| \delta u\| L2 (I;H 1 ) ,
\nu 
where u = S(\nu , q), \delta u = S \prime  (\nu , q)(\delta \nu , \delta q), and \delta  u
\~ = S \prime \prime  (\nu , q)[\delta \nu , \delta q]2 for \delta \nu  \in  \BbbR  and
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\delta q \in  L2 (I; H  - 1 ). Furthermore, for q1 , q2 \in  Qad (0, 1) we have
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
\surd 
\| u1  -  u2 \| C([0,1];L2 ) + \nu 1 \| u1  -  u2 \| L2 (I;H 1 ) \leq  c | \nu 1  -  \nu 2 |  + \| q1  -  q2 \| L2 (I;H  - 1 ) ,
\bigl( 
\bigr)  \bigl( 
\bigr) 
\| \delta u1  -  \delta u2 \| C([0,1];L2 ) \leq  c | \nu 1  -  \nu 2 |  + \| q1  -  q2 \| L2 (I;H  - 1 ) | \delta \nu |  + \| \delta q\| L2 (I;H  - 1 ) ,
where ui = S(\nu i , qi ) and \delta ui = S \prime  (\nu i , qi )(\delta \nu , \delta q) for i = 1, 2 and
\surd 
\surd 
c0 = c0 (\nu 1 , \nu 2 ) = c/ \nu 1 max \{  1, 1/ \nu 2 , \nu 2 \}  ,
\surd 
\surd 
3/2
c1 = c1 (\nu 1 , \nu 2 ) = c/ \nu 1 max \{  1, 1/\nu 1 , 1/(\nu 1 \nu 2 ), 1/\nu 2 , 1/\nu 2 , \nu 2 /\nu 1 \}  .
The constant c > 0 depends exclusively on Poincar\'e's constant, Qad , and u0 .
Proof. This follows from standard energy estimates (see, e.g., [37, section 26]), and
the equations for state, linearized state, and second linearized state; see Lemma 3.2;
for details, see [3, Proposition A.26].
By means of Lemma 3.2, the reduced constraint mapping g : \BbbR + \times  Q(0, 1) \rightarrow  \BbbR  is
twice continuously Fr\'echet differentiable. Moreover, the derivatives can be computed
by the chain rule.
Proposition 3.4. For any (\nu , q) \in  \BbbR + \times  Q(0, 1) and u = S(\nu , q), we have
g \prime  (\nu , q)(\delta \nu , \delta q) = (u(1)  -  ud , \delta u(1)) ,
g \prime \prime  (\nu , q)(\delta \nu 1 , \delta q1 ; \delta \nu 2 , \delta q2 ) = (\delta u1 (1), \delta u2 (1)) + (u(1)  -  ud , \delta  u(1))
\~
,
where \delta u, \delta u1 , \delta u2 , and \delta  u
\~ are defined as in Lemma 3.2.
Based on this, we can derive a continuity result on the second derivative.
Corollary 3.5. Let (\nu , q) \in  \BbbR + \times  Q(0, 1). If \delta \nu n \rightarrow  \delta \nu  in \BbbR  and \delta qn \rightharpoonup  \delta q
weakly in L2 (I \times  \omega ), then
g \prime \prime  (\nu , q)[\delta \nu , \delta q]2 \leq  lim inf g \prime \prime  (\nu , q)[\delta \nu n , \delta qn ]2 .
n\rightarrow \infty 

Proof. We use the structure of the derivative (see Proposition 3.4), and verify
that
S \prime  (\nu , q)(\delta \nu n , \delta qn ) \rightharpoonup  S \prime  (\nu , q)(\delta \nu , \delta q)
\prime \prime 

2

\prime \prime 

in W (0, 1),
2

S (\nu , q)[\delta \nu n , \delta qn ] \rightharpoonup  S (\nu , q)[\delta \nu , \delta q]

in W (0, 1),

due to the bilinear structure. Using the fact that the trace mapping i1 is continuous
on W (0, 1), we infer the result.
Moreover, a formula for the gradient of the constraint functional can be derived
based on the adjoint approach. To avoid confusion with the spatial gradient \nabla , we
denote the gradient of g by g \prime  (\cdot )\ast  in the following.
Proposition 3.6. For \nu  \in  \BbbR + , q \in  Q(0, 1), u = S(\nu , q), and \mu  \in  \BbbR  we have the
representation
\biggl(  \int  1
\biggr) 
\langle B q + \Delta u, z\rangle 
\prime 
\ast 
0
,
(3.1)
\mu  g (\nu , q) =
\nu B \ast  z
where z \in  W (0, 1) is the unique solution to the dual equation
 - \partial t z  -  \nu \Delta z = 0,

z(1) = \mu (u(1)  -  ud ).
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Proof. The result can be derived as in, e.g., [4, Proposition 4.8].
Finally, for \nu  bounded uniformly from below and above, the derivatives of g can
be estimated by uniform constants, which will be important in the following.
Proposition 3.7. Let 0 < \nu min < \nu max be given. Then there exists c > 0 such
that for all \delta \nu  \in  \BbbR  and \delta q \in  L2 (I \times  \omega ) it holds
| g \prime  (\nu , q)(\delta \nu , \delta q)|  \leq  c\| (\delta \nu , \delta q)\| ,
| g \prime \prime  (\nu , q)[\delta \nu , \delta q]2 |  \leq  c\| (\delta \nu , \delta q)\| 2
for all \nu min \leq  \nu  \leq  \nu max and q \in  Qad (0, 1). Moreover,
| (g \prime  (\nu 1 , q1 )  -  g \prime  (\nu 2 , q2 )) (\delta \nu , \delta q)|  \leq  c\| (\nu 1  -  \nu 2 , q1  -  q2 )\| \| (\delta \nu , \delta q)\| 
for all \nu min \leq  \nu 1 , \nu 2 \leq  \nu max , and q1 , q2 \in  Qad (0, 1).
Proof. Since g(\nu , q) = G(i1 S(\nu , q)) the result is a consequence of the stability
properties of S (see Proposition 3.3, where also the precise dependency of the constants
on \nu min and \nu max is given) and the structure of G.
3.2. First order optimality conditions. The numerical analysis essentially
relies on first and second order optimality conditions. We start by discussing first
order necessary conditions; see also [32]. To this end, let \chi 
\= = (\=
\nu , q)
\= be a locally
optimal control for (P ). We require the following linearized Slater condition.
Assumption 3.1. We assume that
(3.2)

\eta \= :=  - \partial \nu  g(\=
\nu , q)
\= > 0.

Note that by Assumption 3.1 and g(\=
\nu , q)
\= = 0, the point \chi 
\u \gamma  = (\=
\nu  + \gamma , q)
\= \in 
\BbbR + \times  Qad (0, 1) defined for \gamma  > 0 fulfills
(3.3)

g(\chi )
\= + g \prime  (\chi )(
\= \chi 
\u \gamma   -  \chi )
\= =  - \=
\eta  \gamma  < 0,

which corresponds to a more familiar presentation of the linearized Slater condition.
Thus, we essentially assume this condition to hold in a special form. Roughly speaking,
we require the terminal constraint to decrease sufficiently when the time horizon is
enlarged over the optimal time. However, we will see that, for the particular problem
at hand, Assumption 3.1 is already equivalent to first order conditions, and thus
essentially equivalent to any other constraint qualification. The optimality conditions
in Lemma 3.8 are also called qualified, in contrast to general optimality conditions
also known as Fritz John conditions; cf. also [4, Theorem 4.13].
In order to state optimality conditions, we introduce the Lagrange function as
\scrL  : \BbbR + \times  Q(0, 1) \times  \BbbR  \rightarrow  \BbbR , \scrL (\nu , q, \mu ) := j(\nu , q) + \mu  g(\nu , q).
Now, optimality conditions for (P\^ ) in qualified form can be stated as follows: for
given \nu \= > 0 and q\= \in  Qad (0, 1) with g(\=
\nu , q)
\= = 0 there exists a \mu 
\= \geq  0, such that
(3.4)

\partial (\nu ,q) \scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )(\delta \nu ,
\=
q  -  q)
\= \geq  0

for all (\delta \nu , q) \in  \BbbR  \times  Qad (0, 1).

With Assumption 3.1, a multiplier always exists and, due to the special structure, it
is always positive. We summarize this in the next result.
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Lemma 3.8. Let (\=
\nu , q)
\= \in  \BbbR + \times  Qad (0, 1) be a solution of (P ) with associated
state u
\= = S(\=
\nu , q)
\= and the linearized Slater condition (3.2) hold. Then there exists a
multiplier \mu 
\= \in  ( 0, c/\=
\eta  ] \subset  \BbbR + such that
\int  1
\alpha 
(3.5)
\= + \Delta \=
u(t), z(t)\rangle 
\=
dt = 0,
1 + \| \=
q(t)\| 2L2 (\omega ) + \langle B q(t)
2
0
\int  1
(3.6)
\nu \langle 
\= \alpha q(t)
\= + B \ast  z(t),
\=
q(t)  -  q(t)\rangle 
\=
dt \geq  0,
q \in  Qad (0, 1),
0

(3.7)

G(\=
u(1)) = 0,

where the adjoint state z\= \in  W (0, 1) is determined by
(3.8)

 -  \partial t z(t)
\=  -  \nu \Delta \=
\= z(t) = 0,

t \in  (0, 1),

z(1)
\=
= \mu (\=
\= u(1)  -  ud ).

Proof. We first note that the linearized Slater condition allows for exact penalization of (P\^ ); see [5, Theorem 2.87, Proposition 3.111]. The optimality conditions
now follow as in the proof of [4, Theorem 4.12]. The condition (3.5) is equivalent to
\partial \nu  \scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )
\= = 0 and (3.6) arises from (3.4) for \delta \nu  = 0. Note that \mu 
\= = 0 implies z\= = 0,
which contradicts (3.5). Thus \mu 
\= > 0 must hold.
The optimality condition for the free end time (3.5) allows one to prove equivalence of qualified optimality conditions and condition (3.2).
Proposition 3.9. The qualified first order optimality conditions of Lemma 3.8
hold if and only if (3.2) is valid.
Proof. Assume the first order conditions to hold. According to (3.4) we have
\int  1 \Bigl( 
\Bigr) 
\alpha 
\mu 
\= \partial \nu  g(\=
\nu , q)
\= =  - \partial \nu  j(\=
\nu , q)
\= =  - 
1 + \| \=
q(t)\| 2 dt \leq   - 1.
2
0
Hence, condition (3.2) holds with \eta \= \geq  1/\=
\mu  > 0. The remaining implication is the
assertion of Lemma 3.8.
Using \nu \= > 0, we derive from (3.6) the usual projection formula:
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
1
(3.9)
q\= = PQad  -  B \ast  z\= ,
\alpha 
where PQad (\cdot ) denotes the pointwise projection onto the set Qad , defined by
PQad : Q(0, 1) \rightarrow  Qad (0, 1), PQad (r)(t, x) = max \{ qa , min \{ qb , r(t, x)\} \}  .
In particular, it holds (almost everywhere) in I \times  \omega  that
\Biggl\{ 
q(t,
\= x) = qa if \alpha \=
q(t, x) + B \ast  z(t,
\= x) > 0,
(3.10)
\ast 
q(t,
\= x) = qb if \alpha \=
q(t, x) + B z(t,
\= x) < 0.
From this, we obtain additional regularity, which will be used for the error estimates.
Proposition 3.10. The optimal state u
\= and the adjoint state z\= to (P\^ ) exhibit the
improved regularity
u,
\= z\= \in  H 1 (I; L2 ) \cap  L2 (I; H 2 \cap  H01 ) \lhook \rightarrow  C([0, 1]; H01 ).
Additionally, in the case of distributed control we have
q\= \in  H 1 (I; L2 (\omega )) \cap  L2 (I; H 1 (\omega )).
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Proof. Since \Omega  is convex, elliptic regularity yields \scrD L2 ( - \Delta ) = H 2 \cap  H01 ; see, e.g.,
[17, Theorem 3.2.1.2]. Hence, the assertion follows from standard regularity theory for
the heat equation (see, e.g., [13, Theorem 7.1.5]) and the projection formula (3.9).
Finally, we would like to highlight a concrete situation where the optimality conditions (3.5)--(3.7) (equivalently Assumption 3.1) are guaranteed to hold.
Theorem 3.11. Assume that for the given ud and \delta 0 there is a control q\u  \in  Qad ,
such that (2.1) holds. Then, Assumption 3.1 holds with \eta \= \geq  \eta min (\delta 0 , ud , Qad ) for any
optimal solution (\=
\nu , q).
\=
Proof. Condition (2.1) is sufficient for qualified optimality conditions, with multiplier \mu 
\= bounded uniformly only in terms of (\delta 0 , ud , Qad ); see [4, Theorem 4.12,
Proposition 5.3]. Moreover, as in the proof of Proposition 3.9 it can be verified that
for any optimal solution it holds \eta \= \geq  1/\=
\mu , which is uniformly bounded from below.
3.3. Second order optimality conditions. Since (P\^ ) is a nonconvex optimization problem, first order optimality conditions are not sufficient for optimality.
We therefore discuss second order optimality conditions employing a cone of critical
directions, introduced as
\bigm| 
\Biggl\{ 
\Biggr\} 
\bigm| \delta q satisfies the sign condition (3.11) and
\bigm| 
2
C(\=\nu ,\=q) = (\delta \nu , \delta q) \in  \BbbR  \times  L (I \times  \omega ) \bigm| 
,
\bigm| 
g \prime  (\=
\nu , q)(\delta \nu ,
\=
\delta q) = 0
where the sign condition is given by
\left\{ 
\leq  0 if q(t,
\= x) = qb
(3.11)

\delta q(t, x)

\right\} 

\geq  0 if q(t,
\= x) = qa

a.e. in I \times  \omega .
\ast 

= 0 if \alpha \=
q(t, x) + B z(t,
\= x) \not = 0
With this definition, we can formulate second order necessary conditions, which hold
in any locally optimal stationary point.
Theorem 3.12. Let (\=
\nu , q)
\= \in  \BbbR + \times Qad (0, 1) be a local minimum of (P\^ ) and \mu 
\= > 0
satisfying first order optimality conditions of Lemma 3.8. Then
(3.12)

2
\partial (\nu ,q)
\scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )[\delta \nu ,
\=
\delta q]2 \geq  0

for all (\delta \nu , \delta q) \in  C(\=\nu ,\=q) .

Proof. The assertion can be shown similarly as in [8, Theorem 2.2], where the
same result is proved for a general problem with finitely many constraints, but the
critical cone is defined on L\infty  . We employ a truncation procedure as in, e.g., [11, p.
273], to obtain the result for the critical cone defined on L2 . Note that, according
to the linearized Slater condition (3.2), we have g \prime  (\=
\nu , q)(\delta 
\= \chi )
\u  = 1 for \delta  \chi 
\u  = ( - 1/\=
\eta , 0).
Hence, the regularity assumption [8, equation (2.1)] is automatically satisfied in our
setting. We omit a detailed proof here, and refer for the details to the Ph.D. thesis
of one of the authors [3, Theorem 3.10].
It is well known that the condition (3.12) does not suffice to derive optimal error
estimates. Next, we postulate ``minimal-gap"" second order sufficient conditions, which
result from replacing the inequality in (3.12) by a strict inequality.
Theorem 3.13. Suppose (\=
\nu , q)
\= \in  \BbbR + \times  Qad (0, 1) and \mu 
\= > 0 satisfy the first order
necessary condition of Lemma 3.8 as well as the second order sufficient condition
(3.13)

2
\partial (\nu ,q)
\scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )[\delta \nu ,
\=
\delta q]2 > 0

for all (\delta \nu , \delta q) \in  C(\=\nu ,\=q) \setminus  \{ (0, 0)\} .
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Then there exist \varepsilon  > 0 and \kappa  > 0 such that for every admissible pair (\nu , q) \in  \BbbR + \times 
Qad (0, 1) the quadratic growth condition,
(3.14)

j(\=
\nu , q)
\= +

\kappa 
\kappa 
| \nu   -  \nu | 
\= 2 + \| q  -  q\| 
\= 2L2 (I\times \omega ) \leq  j(\nu , q),
2
2

is satisfied if | \nu   -  \nu | 
\= + \| q  -  q\| 
\= L2 (I\times \omega ) \leq  \varepsilon .
Proof. The assertion can be proved following the lines of [10, Theorem 4.13],
where an optimal control problem subject to control constraints and a nonlinear state
equation is considered. To deal with the state constraint, we work with the reduced
Lagrange function instead of the reduced objective function. For the detailed proof,
we refer to the PhD thesis of one of the authors [3, Theorem 3.13].
The second order sufficient condition (3.13) and the quadratic growth condition (3.14) will form the basis of the following analysis. Last, we note that for the
2
given objective functional, coercivity of \partial (\nu ,q)
\scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )
\= is equivalent to the seemingly
weaker positivity condition (3.13), as already observed for semilinear parabolic PDEs
in [10].
Theorem 3.14. Let (\=
\nu , q)
\= \in  \BbbR + \times Qad and \mu 
\= > 0. The positivity condition (3.13)
is equivalent to the coercivity condition: there exists a \kappa 
\= > 0 such that
\Bigl( 
\Bigr) 
2
\partial (\nu ,q)
\scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )[\delta \nu ,
\=
\delta q]2 \geq  \kappa 
\= | \delta \nu | 2 + \| \delta q\| 2L2 (I\times \omega )
for all (\delta \nu , \delta q) \in  C(\=\nu ,\=q) .
Proof. This result can be proved along the lines of the proof of [10, Theorem 4.11],
where we in particular use Corollary 3.5.
3.4. Characterization of the SSC. In general it seems to be difficult to verify
whether an SSC is satisfied for a given a problem---both theoretically and numerically.
However, for the problem under consideration here, we will provide a scalar condition
that is equivalent to the SSC of Theorem 3.13; cf. [19] for a similar approach for
time-optimal control of ODEs. The idea leads to a simple test of the SSC based on
the solution of one linear-quadratic auxiliary problem.
In order to keep the presentation of this section simple, we impose additional
assumptions, which will be fulfilled in most situations. First, if the critical cone is
trivial, i.e., C(\=\nu ,\=q) = \{  0 \} , the condition (3.13) is vacuously true. Note that this case
corresponds to a bang-bang control, which can occur only if the control assumes either
only the lower or upper bound on each connected component of \omega  (taking into account
the projection formula (3.9)). Similarly, to avoid other degenerate cases, we impose
the following additional assumption.
Assumption 3.2. We assume that the critical cone C(\=\nu ,\=q) is a linear space that
contains elements of the form (\delta \nu , \delta q) with \delta \nu  \not = 0.
Remark 3.15. Assumption 3.2 is equivalent to a strict complementarity condition
and a nontriviality condition, given concretely by
(3.15)

| \{  (t, x) \in  I \times  \omega  : q(t,
\= x) \in  \{  qa , qb \}  , \alpha \=
q(t, x) + B \ast  z(t,
\= x) = 0 \} |  = 0,

(3.16)

| \{  (t, x) \in  I \times  \omega  : qa < q(t,
\= x) < qb , B \ast  z(t,
\= x) \not = 0 \} |  > 0,

where | \cdot |  denotes the product measure associated with I \times  \omega .
We note that it is possible to show that these assumptions are already equivalent
to C(\=\nu ,\=q) \not = \{  0 \} , either in the setting of a distributed control, or under an approximate
controllability assumption on ( - \Delta , B).
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If Assumption 3.2 holds, the critical cone consists exactly of the elements (\delta \nu , \delta q)
with \delta \nu  \in  \BbbR , \delta q \in  Cq\=, and \partial q g(\=
\nu , q)\delta q
\= + \partial \nu  g(\=
\nu , q)\delta \nu 
\=
= 0, where
Cq\= := \{  \delta q \in  L2 (I \times  \omega ) : \delta q(t, x) = 0 if \alpha \=
q(t, x) + B \ast  z(t,
\= x) \not = 0 \}  .
For ease of presentation, we sometimes abbreviate the arguments (\=
\nu , q)
\= and simply
write \chi 
\= in the following.
Lemma 3.16. Let (\=
\nu , q)
\= \in  \BbbR + \times  Qad (0, 1) and assume that Assumption 3.2 holds.
The SSC of Theorem 3.13 is equivalent to
2
\scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )[1,
\=
\delta  q]
\= 2 > 0,
\gamma \= := \partial (\nu ,q)

(3.17)

where (\delta  q,
\= \delta  \mu )
\= \in  Cq\= \times  \BbbR  is the unique solution of the linear system
(3.18)

\partial q2 \scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )[\delta 
\= q,
\= \delta q] + \delta  \mu 
\= \partial q g(\=
\nu , q)\delta q
\=
=  - \partial \nu  \partial q \scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )[1,
\=
\delta q],

\delta q \in  Cq\=,

\partial q g(\=
\nu , q)\delta 
\= q\= =  - \partial \nu  g(\=
\nu , q).
\=

Proof. Clearly, we only have to prove that (3.17) implies the SSC, since the other
implication is obvious. Let (\delta \nu , \delta q) \in  C(\=\nu ,\=q) . We distinguish two cases for \delta \nu . If
\delta \nu  = 0, we use the fact that the second derivative of g with respect to q has the form
2
2
\=
= \| i1 \partial q S(\chi )\delta q\| 
\=
\partial q2 g(\chi )[\delta q]
L2 to obtain
2
2
\partial q2 \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )[\delta q]
\=
\geq  \partial q2 j(\chi )[\delta q]
\=
= \alpha \=
\nu \| \delta q\| 2L2 (I\times \omega ) ,

(3.19)

which immediately implies (3.13). Now, consider the case \delta \nu  \not = 0. Since the expression
on the left in (3.13) is bilinear in \delta \nu , and the critical cone C(\=\nu ,\=q) is linear, it suffices to
consider the case \delta \nu  = 1. By minimizing the expression on the left for admissible \delta q
(such that (1, \delta q) \in  C(\=\nu ,\=q) ), writing out the second derivative in terms of the partial
derivatives, and dropping constant terms, we arrive at the following linear-quadratic
minimization problem:
(3.20)

1 2
2
\partial q \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )[\delta q]
\=
+\partial \nu  \partial q \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )[1,
\=
\delta q]
\delta q\in Cq\= 2
inf

subject to \partial q g(\chi )\delta q
\=
=  - \partial \nu  g(\chi ).
\=

Since (1, \delta q) \in  C(\=\nu ,\=q) , we have \partial q g(\chi )\delta q
\=
=  - \partial \nu  g(\chi ).
\= Hence, problem (3.20) has admissible points, and we easily verify existence of a minimizer using the direct method.
Moreover, due to Remark 3.15 (or using the first order optimality condition \partial \nu  g(\chi )
\= \not = 0
and linearity of Cq\=), we have \partial q g(\chi )C
\= q\= = \BbbR , which means that a constraint qualification condition (see, e.g., [39]) is fulfilled. Thus, we obtain the necessary and sufficient
optimality conditions of the convex problem (3.20) in the form (3.18). Hence, for the
positivity condition (3.13) we only have to require that \gamma \= > 0, which guarantees
(3.21)

2
2
\partial (\nu ,q)
\scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )[1,
\=
\delta q]2 \geq  \partial (\nu ,q)
\scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )[1,
\=
\delta  q]
\= 2 = \gamma \= > 0

for any \delta q with (1, \delta q) \in  C(\=\nu ,\=q) , where \delta  q\= is the solution to (3.18).
To determine the value of \gamma ,
\= it is still necessary to solve the infinite dimensional
problem (3.18). However, the same calculation is valid for the discrete problem leading
to a corresponding constant \gamma \=kh . If \gamma \=kh is bounded from below by a strictly positive
number for a sequence of decreasing discretization parameters, then this can be seen
as a heuristic indicator that the SSC is also valid on the continuous level. Note that
while \gamma \= > 0 implies the SSC from Theorem 3.13, it does not represent a coercivity
constant for the Hessian of the Lagrange function as in Theorem 3.14. Instead, we
can derive a lower bound on the coercivity constant in terms of \gamma ,
\= which also depends
explicitly on \alpha  > 0.
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Proposition 3.17. Let (\=
\nu , q)
\= \in  \BbbR + \times  Qad (0, 1), Assumption 3.2 hold, and assume that \gamma \= > 0 (as defined in Lemma 3.16). Then, the coercivity constant from
Theorem 3.14 is bounded from below by \kappa 
\= \geq  (\=
\gamma /3) min \{  \alpha \=
\nu /(\=
\gamma  + c1 ), 1 \} , where c1
depends on the optimal solution.
Proof. By replacing \delta q with \delta q/\delta \nu  in (3.21) and using linearity we directly obtain
2
2
\scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )[\delta \nu ,
\=
\delta q]2 \geq  \gamma | \delta \nu | 
\partial (\nu ,q)
\=

for all (\delta \nu , \delta q) \in  C(\=\nu ,\=q) .

Furthermore, by using the coercivity of \partial q2 \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )
\= with constant \alpha \=
\nu  and straightforward estimates (using Young's inequality), we can derive that
\alpha \=
\nu 
\| \delta q\| 2L2 (I\times \omega )  -  c1 | \delta \nu | 2 for all (\delta \nu , \delta q),
2
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
where c1 = | \partial \nu 2 \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )| 
\= + 2\| \partial \nu  \partial q \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )\| 
\= 2 /(\alpha \=
\nu ) . By taking a convex combination of
(1  -  \theta ) times the former and \theta  times the latter estimate, where \theta  = (2/3)(\=
\gamma /(\=
\gamma  + c1 )),
we arrive at the desired estimate.
2
\partial (\nu ,q)
\scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )[\delta \nu ,
\=
\delta q]2 \geq 

Remark 3.18. We can also give an interpretation of \gamma \= in terms of a certain value
function, which is introduced as
(3.22)

V (\nu ) =

min

j(\nu , q) = j(\nu , q(\nu )).
\=

q\in Qad (0,1), g(\nu ,q)\leq 0

Thus, V is defined by fixing an arbitrary time \nu  > 0 and resolving the resulting linearquadratic optimization problem with optimal solution q(\nu );
\=
cf. also [23]. Clearly,
minimizing V delivers the optimal time \nu .
\= Moreover, by established perturbation
arguments (cf., e.g., [16, 5]) using Assumption 3.2, the following can be shown:
(i) V is finite in a neighborhood of \nu \= and twice differentiable.
(ii) It holds V \prime  (\nu ) = \partial \nu  \scrL (\nu , q(\nu ),
\=
\mu (\nu ))
\=
= 0, where \mu (\nu )
\=
is the multiplier for the
minimization problem in (3.22).
(iii) The derivative of \nu  \mapsto \rightarrow  (\=
q(\nu ), \mu (\nu ))
\=
at \nu \= is the unique solution of (3.18).
Differentiating the expression in (ii) with respect to \nu  and using (iii) together with
the concrete form of (3.18) we obtain
2
V \prime \prime  (\=
\nu ) = \partial (\nu ,q)
\scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )[1,
\=
\delta  q]
\= 2 = \gamma ,
\=

since (\=
q(\=
\nu ), \mu (\=
\= \nu )) = (\=
q, \mu ).
\=
Thus, the constant \gamma \= can be interpreted as the local
curvature of the value function V around the optimal time.
4. Finite element discretization. With the first and second order optimality
conditions at hand, we can now turn to the main subject of this paper, i.e., a priori discretization error estimates for the time-optimal control problem (P ). First, we prove
a suboptimal convergence result where we rely on the quadratic growth condition of
Theorem 3.13. Thereafter, we provide an optimal discretization error estimate for the
control variable that is directly based on the SSC (3.13). First of all, we discuss the
discretization method and provide stability and discretization error estimates.
4.1. Discretization and problem statement. Consider a partitioning of the
(reference) time interval [0, 1] given as
[0, 1] = \{ 0\}  \cup  I1 \cup  I2 \cup  \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  \cup  IM
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with disjoint subintervals Im = (tm - 1 , tm ] of size km defined by the time points
0 = t0 < t1 < \cdot  \cdot  \cdot  < tM  - 1 < tM = 1.
We abbreviate the time discretization by the parameter k defined as the piecewise
constant function by setting k| Im = km for all m = 1, 2, . . . , M . Simultaneously, we
denote by k the maximal size of the time steps, i.e., k = max km . Moreover, we
assume that the regularity conditions for the time mesh from [26, section 3.1] are
satisfied.
Concerning the spatial discretization, we consider a discretization consisting of
triangular or tetrahedral cells K that constitute a nonoverlapping cover of the domain
\Omega . We define the discretization parameter h as the cellwise constant function h| K =
hK with diameter hK of the cell K and set h = max hK . The corresponding mesh
is denoted by \scrT h = \{ K\} . Let Vh \subset  H01 denote the subspace of cellwise linear and
continuous functions. Moreover, let \Pi h : L2 \rightarrow  Vh be the L2 -projection onto Vh . We
assume that \Pi h is stable in H 1 . This is satisfied if, e.g., the mesh is globally quasiuniform but weaker conditions are known; cf. [6]. The corresponding space-time finite
element space is constructed in a standard way by
\bigl\{ 
\bigr\} 
Xk,h = vkh \in  L2 (I; Vh ) : vkh | Im \in  \scrP 0 (Im ; Vh ), m = 1, 2, . . . , M ,
where \scrP 0 (Im ; Vh ) denotes the space of constant functions on the time interval Im with
values in Vh . For any function \varphi k \in  Xk,h we set \varphi k,m := \varphi k (tm ) with m = 1, 2, . . . , M,
as well as [\varphi k ]m := \varphi k,m+1  - \varphi k,m for m = 1, 2, . . . , M  - 1. Now, we define the trilinear
form B : \BbbR  \times  Xk,h \times  Xk,h \rightarrow  \BbbR  as

B(\nu , ukh , \varphi kh ) :=

M
\sum 

\langle \partial t ukh , \varphi kh \rangle L2 (Im ;L2 )

m=1

+ \nu (\nabla ukh , \nabla \varphi kh )L2 (I;L2 ) +

M
\sum 

([ukh ]m - 1 , \varphi kh,m ) + (ukh,1 , \varphi kh,1 ).

m=2

Note that the definition of B above can be directly extended on the larger space
Xk,h + W (0, 1), which allows one to formulate Galerkin orthogonality. Given \nu  \in  \BbbR +
and q \in  Q(0, 1) the discrete state equation reads as follows: find a state ukh \in  Xk,h
satisfying
(4.1)

B(\nu , ukh , \varphi kh ) = \nu (Bq, \varphi kh )L2 (I;L2 ) + (u0 , \varphi kh,1 )L2

for all \varphi kh \in  Xk,h .

To consider different control discretizations at the same time, we introduce the operator I\sigma  onto the (possibly discrete) control space Q\sigma  (0, 1) \subset  L2 (I \times  \omega ) with an abstract
parameter \sigma  for the control discretization. In the case of distributed control, we additionally assume that a subset denoted \scrT h\omega  of the mesh \scrT h is a nonoverlapping cover
of \omega . We use the symbol \sigma (k, h) to denote the error due to control discretization, i.e.,
(4.2)

\| q  -  I\sigma  q\| L2 (I\times \omega ) \leq  \sigma (k, h)\| q\| \sigma  ,

where \| \cdot \| \sigma  stands for a potentially different norm of a subspace of Q(0, 1). We suppose
\sigma (k, h) \rightarrow  0 as k, h \rightarrow  0 and I\sigma  Qad (0, 1) \subset  Qad (0, 1). Moreover, we assume \| \=
q\| \sigma  < \infty 
and \| q\| L2 (I\times \omega ) \leq  \| q\| \sigma  . For notational simplicity we write I\sigma  (\nu , q) = (\nu , I\sigma  q) using
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the same symbol. Concrete discretization strategies for the control will be discussed
in subsection 4.3. For convenience we define Qad,\sigma  (0, 1) = Q\sigma  (0, 1) \cap  Qad (0, 1).
Analogous to the continuous solution operator and the reduced constraint mapping, for \nu  \in  \BbbR + and q \in  L2 (I \times  \omega ) we introduce the discrete versions as Skh (\nu , q) :=
ukh , where ukh solves (4.1) and
gkh (\nu , q) := G(i1 Skh (\nu , q)).
The discrete optimal control problem now reads as follows:
(P\^kh )

inf

\nu kh \in \BbbR +
qkh \in Qad,\sigma  (0,1)

j(\nu kh , qkh )

subject to gkh (\nu kh , qkh ) \leq  0.

At this point, the well-posedness of (P\^kh ) is not clear. In the following, as a by-product
of the error analysis, we will show existence of feasible points for k and h small enough
(using the linearized Slater condition (3.2)), which implies existence of solutions
for (P\^kh ) by similar arguments as for the continuous problem. Furthermore, we derive
optimality conditions and rates of convergence of the optimization variables, where
the second order sufficient condition (3.13) is an essential ingredient for the latter.
4.1.1. Stability estimates for the discrete state equation. We introduce
the discrete analogue  - \Delta h : Vh \rightarrow  Vh to the operator  - \Delta  as
 - (\Delta h uh , \varphi h )L2 = (\nabla uh , \nabla \varphi h )L2 , \varphi h \in  Vh .
For the discretization error estimates we require stability estimates for the state,
linearized state, and adjoint state.
Proposition 4.1. For every tuple (\nu , q) \in  \BbbR + \times  Q(0, 1) there exists a unique solution ukh \in  Xk,h to the discrete state equation. Moreover, there is c > 0 independent
of u0 , ukh , \nu , and q such that the following stability estimates hold:
\Bigr) 
\Bigl( 
(4.3)
\| ukh (1)\| 2L2 + \nu \| ukh \| 2L2 (I;H 1 ) \leq  c \nu \| Bq\| 2L2 (I;H  - 1 ) + \| \Pi h u0 \| 2L2 ,
0
\biggr) 
\biggl( 
1
(4.4)
\| \nabla ukh (1)\| 2L2 \leq  c \nu \| Bq\| 2L2 (I;L2 ) + \| \Pi h u0 \| 2L2 .
\nu 
Proof. For the first estimate, we test in (4.1) with \varphi  = ukh . To show the second
estimate, we consider first the case u0 = 0 and test with \varphi  =  - \Delta h ukh as in [27, Theorem 4.1]. Thereafter, we turn to the case q = 0 where we test with \varphi  =  - \nu tm \Delta h ukh
as in the proof of [26, Theorem 4.5]. Superposition of both estimates yields (4.4). For
further details, we refer to [3, Proposition 5.4].
Corollary 4.2. Let ukh \in  Xk,h be the state corresponding to (\nu , q) \in  \BbbR + \times 
Q(0, 1). For all (\delta \nu , \delta q) \in  \BbbR  \times  Q(0, 1) there are unique solutions \delta ukh \in  Xk,h and
\delta  u
\~kh \in  Xk,h to the discrete linearized and second linearized state equation, i.e.,
B(\nu , \delta ukh , \varphi kh ) = (\delta \nu (Bq + \Delta h ukh ) + \nu B\delta q, \varphi kh )L2 (I;L2 ) ,
B(\nu , \delta  u
\~kh , \varphi kh ) = 2(\delta \nu (B\delta q + \Delta h \delta ukh ), \varphi kh )L2 (I;L2 )
for all \varphi kh \in  Xk,h . Moreover, it holds
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
1
\| \delta ukh (1)\| 2L2 \leq  c | \delta \nu | 2 (\| Bq\| 2L2 (I;H  - 1 ) + \| \Pi h u0 \| 2L2 ) + \nu \| B\delta q\| 2L2 (I;L2 ) ,
\nu 
\Bigl( 
\Bigr) 
2
2
2
\| \delta  u
\~kh (1)\| L2 \leq  c| \delta \nu |  \| Bq\| L2 (I;H  - 1 ) + \| \delta ukh \| 2L2 (I;H 1 ) .
The constant c > 0 is independent of u0 , \nu , q, \delta \nu , \delta q, \delta ukh , and \delta  u
\~kh .
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Similarly, we obtain for the auxiliary adjoint equation the following stability result.
Proposition 4.3. For every triple (\nu , f, z1 ) \in  \BbbR + \times  L2 (I; L2 ) \times  H01 there exists
a unique solution z\~kh \in  Xk,h to
B(\nu , \varphi kh , z\~kh ) = \nu (f, \varphi kh )L2 (I;L2 ) + (z1 , \varphi kh (1)),

\varphi kh \in  Xk,h .

Moreover, there is c > 0 independent of z\~kh , \nu , and f such that
\biggl( 
\| \~
zkh \| L2 (I;H01 ) \leq  c \| f \| L2 (I;L2 ) +
\biggl( 
\| \Delta h z\~kh \| L2 (I;L2 ) \leq  c \| f \| L2 (I;L2 ) +

\biggr) 
1
\surd  \| \Pi h z1 \| L2 ,
\nu 
\biggr) 
1
\surd  \| \Pi h z1 \| H 1 .
\nu 

As in the continuous case we obtain a discrete analogue to Proposition 3.7 using
the stability estimates of Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 for the discrete states.
Proposition 4.4. Let 0 < \nu min < \nu max be given. Then there exists c > 0 independent of k and h such that for all \delta \nu  \in  \BbbR  and \delta q \in  L2 (I \times  \omega ) it holds
(4.5)

\prime 
| gkh
(\nu , q)(\delta \nu , \delta q)|  \leq  c\| (\delta \nu , \delta q)\| ,

(4.6)

\prime \prime 
| gkh
(\nu , q)[\delta \nu , \delta q]2 |  \leq  c\| (\delta \nu , \delta q)\| 2

\prime 
for all \nu min \leq  \nu  \leq  \nu max and q \in  Qad (0, 1). Moreover, gkh and gkh
are Lipschitz
continuous on bounded sets.

4.1.2. Discretization error estimates. We collect error estimates for spacetime finite element discretizations.
Lemma 4.5. Let \nu  \in  \BbbR + and f \in  L2 ((0, 1); L2 ). For the solution u = u(\nu , f ) to
the state equation with right-hand side f and the discrete solution ukh = ukh (\nu , f ) to
(4.1) with right-hand side f it holds
(4.7)
(4.8)

\bigr) 
\bigl( 
\| u  -  ukh \| L2 (I;L2 ) \leq  c k\| \partial t u\| L2 (I;L2 ) + h2 \| \Delta u\| L2 (I;L2 ) ,
\bigr) 
\bigl( 
\| \nabla u  -  \nabla ukh \| L2 (I;L2 ) \leq  c(k 1/2 + h) \| \partial t u\| L2 (I;L2 ) + \| \Delta u\| L2 (I;L2 ) ,

where the constant c is independent of \nu , k, h, f, u0 , and u.
Proof. The estimates are shown as in [27]. For further details, in particular with
respect to the dependence of the constants on \nu , we refer to [3, Lemma A.36].
Lemma 4.6. Let \nu  \in  \BbbR + and f \in  L\infty  ((0, 1); L2 ). For the solution u = u(\nu , f ) to
the state equation with right-hand side f and the discrete solution ukh = ukh (\nu , f ) to
(4.1) with right-hand side f it holds
(4.9)
(4.10)

\bigl( 
\bigr)  \bigl( 
\bigr) 
\| u(1)  -  ukh (1)\| L2 \leq  c| log k|  k + h2 (1 + \nu )\| f \| L\infty  (I;L2 ) + \nu   - 1 \| u0 \| L2 ,
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
\| u(1)  -  ukh (1)\| L2 \leq  c| log k|  k + h2 (1 + \nu ) \| f \| L\infty  (I;L2 ) + \| \Delta u0 \| L2 ,

where the constant c is independent of \nu , k, h, f, u0 , and u.
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Proof. The error estimate (4.10) is shown in [26, section 5]. For further details, in particular the dependency of the constants with respect to \nu , we refer to
[3, Lemma A.39]. For the estimate (4.9), consider first the case u0 = 0. This is
exactly (4.10). In the case q = 0, we combine Theorems 1 and 2 from [25] with clearly
stated time dependency. Superposition of both estimates yields (4.9).
4.1.3. Discretization error for terminal constraint. Next, we establish discretization error estimates concerning the reduced constraint function g.
Proposition 4.7. Let 0 < \nu min < \nu max , (\nu , q) \in  [\nu min , \nu max ] \times  Qad (0, 1), and
\mu  \in  \BbbR . For the adjoint state z defined in (3.8) associated with u = u(\nu , q) and the
discrete adjoint state zkh defined by
B(\nu , \varphi kh , zkh ) = \mu (ukh (1)  -  ud , \varphi kh (1)),

\varphi kh \in  Xk,h ,

associated with ukh = ukh (\nu , q) it holds that
(4.11)
(4.12)

\bigl( 
\bigr) 
\| z  -  zkh \| L2 (I;L2 ) \leq  c| log k| (k + h2 ) \| Bq\| L\infty  (I;L2 ) + \| u0 \| L2 | \mu | ,
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
\| \nabla z  -  \nabla zkh \| L2 (I;L2 ) \leq  c| log k| (k 1/2 + h) \| Bq\| L\infty  (I;L2 ) + \| u0 \| L2 | \mu | ,

where c > 0 is a constant independent of z, zkh , \nu , and q.
Proof. We consider the splitting
(4.13)

z  -  zkh = z  -  z\~ + z\~  -  zkh ,

where z\~ denotes the solution to
(4.14)

 -  \partial t z\~  -  \nu \Delta \~
z = 0, z(1)
\~
= \mu (ukh (1)  -  ud ).

By means of the stability estimates Proposition 3.3 for u and Proposition 4.1 for ukh as
well as boundedness of q \in  Qad (0, 1) and \nu  \in  [\nu min , \nu max ] we find that u(1) and ukh (1)
are uniformly bounded in L2 . Employing a stability result similar to Proposition 3.3
for z  -  z\~ and Lipschitz continuity of G\prime  on bounded sets in L2 we infer
| \mu | 
\| z  -  z\| 
\~ L2 (I;H 1 ) \leq  c \surd  \| u(1)  -  ukh (1)\| L2
\nu 
(4.15)

\bigl( 
\bigr) 
\leq  c(\nu min , \nu max )| \mu | | log k| (k + h2 ) \| Bq\| L\infty  (I;L2 ) + \| u0 \| L2 ,

where we have used the discretization error estimate (4.9) in the last step. The second
term in (4.13) is a pure discretization error, therefore,
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
\| \~
z  -  zkh \| L2 (I;L2 ) \leq  c k\| \partial t z\| 
\~ L2 (I;L2 ) + h2 \| \Delta \~
z\| L2 (I;L2 )
\leq  c(k + h2 )| \mu | \| ukh (1)\| H 1 ,
where we have used (4.7) and a stability result similar to Proposition 3.3 for z\~ defined
in (4.14). The estimate for \| \nabla \~
z  -  \nabla zkh \| L2 (I;L2 ) is obtained analogously using (4.8).
The assertion follows from (4.15), the two preceding estimates, and the stability estimates (4.3) and (4.4) applied for ukh .
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Proposition 4.8. Let 0 < \nu min < \nu max be fixed. Consider (\nu , q) \in  [\nu min , \nu max ] \times 
Qad (0, 1) and (\delta \nu , \delta q) \in  \BbbR  \times  Q(0, 1). Then there is c > 0 independent of (\nu , q) and
(\delta \nu , \delta q) such that
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
| g(\nu , q)  -  gkh (\nu , q)|  \leq  c| log k| (k + h2 ) \| Bq\| L\infty  (I;L2 ) + \| u0 \| L2 ,
(4.16)
(4.17)
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
\prime 
| (g \prime  (\nu , q)  -  gkh
(\nu , q))(\delta \nu , \delta q)|  \leq  c| log k| (k + h2 ) \| Bq\| L\infty  (I;L2 ) + \| u0 \| H 1 \| (\delta \nu , \delta q)\| ,
where c > 0 is a constant independent of \nu , q, \delta \nu , and \delta q.
Proof. From the discretization error estimate (4.9) and Lipschitz continuity of G
on bounded sets in L2 we conclude
| g(\nu , q)  -  gkh (\nu , q)|  \leq  c(\nu )\| u(1)  -  ukh (1)\| L2 \leq  c(\nu )| log k| (k + h2 ).
To prove (4.17), we use the adjoint representation (3.1) and its discrete analogue. Let
\mu  \in  \BbbR , then
\biggl(  \int  1
\biggr) 
\langle B q, z  -  zkh \rangle  + \langle \Delta u, z\rangle   -  \langle \Delta h ukh , zkh \rangle  dt
\prime 
0
\mu [g \prime  (\nu , q)  -  gkh
(\nu , q)]\ast  =
.
\nu B \ast  (z  -  zkh )
Clearly, the terms involving z  -  zkh can be estimated using (4.11). Concerning the
remaining terms of the first component, we have
\langle \Delta u, z\rangle   -  \langle \Delta h ukh , zkh \rangle  =  - \langle ukh  -  u, \Delta z\rangle  + \langle \nabla ukh  -  \nabla u, \nabla zkh  -  \nabla z\rangle   -  \langle \Delta u, zkh  -  z\rangle .
Since \Delta u, \Delta z \in  L2 (I; L2 ), we conclude
| \langle \Delta h ukh , zkh \rangle   -  \langle \Delta u, z\rangle |  \leq  c(\| ukh  -  u\| L2 (I;L2 ) | \mu |  + \| zkh  -  z\| L2 (I;L2 )
+ \| \nabla ukh  -  \nabla u\| L2 (I;L2 ) \| \nabla zkh  -  \nabla z\| L2 (I;L2 ) )
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
\leq  c(\nu )| log k| (k + h2 )| \mu |  \| Bq\| L\infty  (I;L2 ) + \| u0 \| H 1
according to (4.7), (4.11), (4.8), and (4.12). Thus, we obtain (4.17).
4.2. Convergence analysis. In order to deal with local solutions, we apply
a standard localization argument; cf. [7]. For a given locally optimal control (\=
\nu , q)
\=
of (P\^ ), we consider an auxiliary problem where we restrict the minimization to controls
in a neighborhood of (\=
\nu , q).
\= For 0 < \rho  < \gamma  with \gamma  from the linearized Slater condition
Assumption 3.1, we introduce the auxiliary problem
\Biggl\{ 
gkh (\nu kh , qkh ) \leq  0,
\rho 
(P\^kh
)
inf
j(\nu kh , qkh ) subject to
\nu kh \in \BbbR +
\| (\nu kh  -  \nu ,
\= qkh  -  q)\| 
\= \leq  \rho .
qkh \in Qad,\sigma  (0,1)

We first construct a sequence of tuples \{ (\nu \gamma  , q\gamma  )\} \gamma >0 converging to (\=
\nu , q)
\= as \gamma  \rightarrow  0
that is feasible for the localized problem (for sufficiently small k and h). In particu\rho 
lar, this implies existence of solutions to (P\^kh
). Thereafter we construct a sequence
\rho 
\rho 
\{ (\nu \tau  , q\tau  )\} \tau  >0 converging to (\=
\nu kh , q\=kh ) as \tau  \rightarrow  0 that is feasible for (P\^ ). Feasibility of
the \tau  -sequence for (P\^ ) with the quadratic growth condition (3.14) yields convergence
of discrete solutions to (\=
\nu , q)
\= at a suboptimal rate. The convergence result will later
be the basis for the improved convergence rate in subsection 4.3.
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In order to ensure that the constants in the following arguments are independent
\rho 
\rho 
of \nu \=kh
, we have to guarantee that \nu \=kh
is uniformly bounded away from zero; cf., e.g.,
Propositions 4.4 and 4.8 and subsection 4.1.2. To this end, we always assume in the
\rho 
\rho 
following that \rho  \leq  \nu /2,
\=
which implies \nu /2
\= \leq  \nu \=kh
\leq  (3/2)\=
\nu  by the localization in (P\^kh
).
4.2.1. The localized discrete problem. In the following, we will repeatedly
make use of the Slater point \chi 
\u \gamma  defined in (3.3). We start by constructing admissible
elements for the discrete problems.
Proposition 4.9. Let (\=
\nu , q)
\= be a locally optimal control of problem (P\^ ). There
\rho 
exists a sequence \{ (\nu \gamma  , q\gamma  )\} \gamma >0 of controls with \gamma  = \gamma (k, h) that are feasible for (P\^kh
)
for k, h sufficiently small. Moreover,
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
| \nu \gamma   -  \nu | 
\= + \| q\gamma   -  q\| 
\= L2 (I\times \omega ) \leq  c \sigma (k, h) + | log k| (k + h2 ) .
Proof. The proof follows the one of [30, Lemma 4.2]. We abbreviate \chi 
\= = (\=
\nu , q).
\=
Moreover, for \gamma  > 0 to be determined in the course of the proof we set
\chi \gamma  := I\sigma  \chi 
\u \gamma  = (\=
\nu  + \gamma , I\sigma  q).
\=
Employing the supposition (4.2) on I\sigma  we obtain
\| \chi \gamma   -  \chi \| 
\= \leq  \gamma  + \sigma (k, h)\| \=
q\| \sigma  .

(4.18)

Moreover, using the Taylor expansion of gkh at I\sigma  \chi 
\= we find for some \chi \zeta  that
\gamma  2 \prime \prime 
g (\chi \zeta  )[1, 0]2 .
2 kh
Using the triangle inequality we estimate the first term by
\prime 
gkh (\chi \gamma  ) = gkh (I\sigma  \chi )
\= + \gamma  gkh
(I\sigma  \chi )(1,
\=
0) +

gkh (I\sigma  \chi )
\= \leq  g(\chi )
\= + | g(\chi )
\=  -  gkh (\chi )| 
\= + c\| I\sigma  \chi 
\=  -  \chi \| 
\=
\leq  c1 (| log k| (k + h2 ) + \sigma (k, h)) =: \delta 1 (k, h)
with Lipschitz continuity of gkh and Proposition 4.8. For the second term, we estimate
\prime 
\prime 
gkh
(I\sigma  \chi )(1,
\=
0) \leq  g \prime  (\chi )(1,
\=
0) + | [g \prime  (\chi )
\=  -  g \prime  (I\sigma  \chi )]
\= (1, 0)|  + | [g \prime  (I\sigma  \chi )
\=  -  gkh
(I\sigma  \chi )]
\= (1, 0)| 
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
\prime 
2
\leq  g (\chi )(1,
\=
0) + c2 | log k| (k + h ) + \sigma (k, h) \leq   - \=
\eta  + \delta 2 (k, h),

using Propositions 3.7 and 4.8, Assumption 3.1, and g \prime  (\chi )(1,
\=
0) = \partial \nu  g(\chi ).
\= Finally, for
\prime \prime 
the third term, we find gkh
(\chi \zeta  )[\gamma , 0]2 \leq  c3 \gamma  2 , using (4.6). Collecting the estimates,
we have
gkh (\chi \gamma  ) \leq  \delta 1 (k, h)  -  \gamma  (\=
\eta   -  \delta 2 (k, h)  -  c3 \gamma ) .
Note that the first component of \chi \gamma  is bounded from below by \nu \= and bounded above by
\nu \= +1, so that all constants of Propositions 4.4 and 4.8 can be chosen to be independent
of \chi \gamma  . Taking
\gamma  =

\eta \=
3\delta 1 (k, h)
\leq 
\eta \=
3c3

and \delta 2 (k, h) \leq 

\eta \=
3

for k, h sufficiently small, we obtain gkh (\chi \gamma  ) \leq  0. From the definition of \gamma  we further
deduce \gamma  = \gamma (k, h) = \scrO (\sigma (k, h) + | log k| (k + h2 )). Moreover, it holds \| \chi \gamma   -  \chi \| 
\= \leq  \rho 
for \gamma , k, h sufficiently small due to (4.18). In summary, we have that the sequence \chi \gamma 
\rho 
is feasible for (P\^kh
).
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In particular, Proposition 4.9 guarantees that for h, k, and \rho  sufficiently small,
\rho 
the set of admissible controls of the discrete problem (P\^kh
) is nonempty. Hence, by
standard arguments we obtain well-posedeness of the localized discrete problem.
Corollary 4.10. Let h, k, and \rho  be sufficiently small. Then there exists a solu\rho 
\rho 
\rho 
tion \chi 
\=\rho kh = (\=
\nu kh
, q\=kh
) \in  \BbbR + \times  Qad,\sigma  (0, 1) to (P\^kh
).
First, we verify that the linearized Slater condition holds at \chi 
\=\rho kh for the discrete
problem.
Proposition 4.11. For k, h, and \rho  sufficiently small we have
\partial \nu  gkh (\chi 
\=\rho kh ) \leq   - \=
\eta /2 < 0.
Proof. This follows with Assumption 3.1 and
\partial \nu  gkh (\chi 
\=\rho kh ) \leq  \partial \nu  g(\chi )
\= + | \partial \nu  gkh (\chi 
\=\rho kh )  -  \partial \nu  g(\chi 
\=\rho kh )|  + | \partial \nu  g(\chi 
\=\rho kh )  -  \partial \nu  g(\chi )| ,
\=
using the error estimate (4.17), the Lipschitz-continuity of \partial \nu  g from Proposition 3.7,
\rho 
and the fact that \| \chi 
\=\rho kh  -  \chi \| 
\= \leq  \rho  by the construction of (P\^kh
).
\rho 
\rho 
Last, we construct a sequence that is feasible for (P\^ ) and its distance to (\=
\nu kh
, q\=kh
)
converges at the rate | log k| (k + h2 ).
Proposition 4.12. Let k, h, and \rho  be sufficiently small. Moreover, let (\=
\nu , q)
\= be
\rho 
\rho 
a locally optimal solution of (P\^ ) and let (\=
\nu kh
, q\=kh
) be any globally optimal control
\rho 
\rho 
of (P\^kh
). Then there exists a sequence \{ \nu \tau  \} \tau  >0 with \tau  = \tau  (k, h) such that (\nu \tau  , q\=kh
)
is feasible for (P\^ ) and that fulfills
\rho 
| \nu \tau   -  \nu \=kh
|  \leq  c| log k| (k + h2 ).

Proof. We set
\rho 
\rho 
\chi \tau  = (\nu \tau  , q\tau  ) = (\=
\nu kh
+ \tau , q\=kh
)

for some \tau  \in  (0, 1] to be determined later. Now, the proof proceeds along the lines of
the proof of Proposition 4.9, interchanging the roles of \chi 
\= and \chi 
\=kh and g and gkh .
4.2.2. Suboptimal error estimates for the control. Two-way insertion of
the auxiliary sequences constructed in the preceding subsection, combined with the
quadratic growth condition, yields a first convergence result.
Proposition 4.13. Let (\=
\nu , q)
\= be a local solution to (P\^ ). Moreover, let \{ (k, h)\} 
\rho 
\rho 
be a sequence of positive mesh sizes converging to zero and \{ (\=
\nu kh
, q\=kh
)\} k,h>0 be a
\rho 
sequence of globally optimal solutions to (P\^kh ) for \rho  > 0 sufficiently small such that
the quadratic growth condition (3.14) as well as Propositions 4.9 and 4.12 hold. Then
\rho 
\rho 
(\=
\nu kh
, q\=kh
) converges to (\=
\nu , q)
\= and
\Bigl( 
\Bigr) 
\rho 
\rho 
| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh
|  + \| \=
q  -  q\=kh
\| L2 (I\times \omega ) \leq  c \sigma (k, h)1/2 + | log k| 1/2 (k 1/2 + h) .
\rho 
Proof. Because (\nu \tau  , q\=kh
) is feasible for (P\^ ) (see Proposition 4.12), we may use the
quadratic growth condition (3.14) to estimate

\kappa 
\rho 
\rho 
\| (\=
\nu   -  \nu \tau  , q\=  -  q\=kh
)\| 2 \leq  j(\nu \tau  , q\=kh
)  -  j(\=
\nu , q)
\=
2
\rho 
\rho 
\rho 
\rho 
\rho 
\leq  j(\nu \tau  , q\=kh
)  -  j(\=
\nu kh
, q\=kh
) + j(\=
\nu kh
, q\=kh
)  -  j(\nu \gamma  , q\gamma  ) + j(\nu \gamma  , q\gamma  )  -  j(\=
\nu , q)
\=
\rho 
\rho 
\rho 
\leq  j(\nu \tau  , q\=kh
)  -  j(\=
\nu kh
, q\=kh
) + j(\nu \gamma  , q\gamma  )  -  j(\=
\nu , q),
\=
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\rho 
\rho 
where the last inequality follows from optimality of the pair (\=
\nu kh
, q\=kh
) and feasibility
\rho 
of (\nu \gamma  , q\gamma  ) for (P\^kh ). Then, we observe
\Bigl( 
\Bigr) 
\alpha  \rho  2
\rho 
\rho 
\rho 
\rho 
j(\nu \tau  , q\=kh
)  -  j(\=
\nu kh
, q\=kh
) = (\nu \tau   -  \nu \=kh
) 1 + \| \=
qkh \| L2 (I\times \omega )
2
\Bigl( 
\alpha  \Bigr) 
| log k| (k + h2 )
\leq  c 1 +
2
\rho 
due to Proposition 4.12 and boundedness of q\=kh
. Similarly,
\Bigr) 
\Bigl( 
\alpha 
j(\nu \gamma  , q\gamma  )  -  j(\=
\nu , q)
\= = (\nu \gamma   -  \nu )
\= 1 + \| q\gamma  \| 2L2 (I\times \omega )
2
\alpha 
+ \nu \= \| q\gamma  + q\| 
\= L2 (I\times \omega ) \| q\gamma   -  q\| 
\= L2 (I\times \omega )
\Bigl(  2 \alpha  \Bigr) 
(\sigma (k, h) + | log k| (k + h2 ))
\leq  c 1 +
2

employing Proposition 4.9. Taking square roots yields the assertion.
Lemma 4.14. Let (\=
\nu , q)
\= be a local solution to (P\^ ) satisfying the quadratic growth
condition (3.14) and \{ (k, h)\}  be a sequence of positive mesh sizes converging to zero.
There is a sequence \{ (\=
\nu kh , q\=kh )\} k,h>0 of local solutions to problem (P\^kh ) such that
\Bigl( 
\Bigr) 
(4.19)
| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh |  + \| \=
q  -  q\=kh \| L2 (I\times \omega ) \leq  c \sigma (k, h)1/2 + | log k| 1/2 (k 1/2 + h) ,
where c > 0 is independent of k, h, \nu \=kh , and q\=kh . Moreover, there exists a Lagrange
multiplier \mu 
\=kh > 0 such that the following optimality system is satisfied:
\int  1
\alpha 
(4.20)
qkh \| 2L2 (\omega ) + \langle B q\=kh + \Delta h u
\=kh , z\=kh \rangle  dt = 0,
1 + \| \=
2
0
\int  1
(4.21)
\nu \=kh \langle \alpha q\=kh + B \ast  z\=kh , q  -  q\=kh \rangle  dt \geq  0, q \in  Qad,\sigma  (0, 1),
0

(4.22)

G(\=
ukh (1)) = 0,

where u
\=kh = Skh (\=
\nu kh , q\=kh ) and z\=kh \in  Xk,h is the discrete adjoint equation, i.e.,
B(\=
\nu kh , \varphi kh , z\=kh ) = \mu 
\=kh (\=
ukh (1)  -  ud , \varphi kh (1)),

\varphi kh \in  Xk,h .

Proof. The assertion follows from Proposition 4.13, noting that global solutions
\rho 
of (P\^kh
) are local solutions of (P\^kh ), since the constraint \| (\nu kh  -  \nu ,
\= qkh  -  q)\| 
\= \leq  \rho  is not
active for sufficiently small k and h, due to the convergence result of Proposition 4.13.
Furthermore, Proposition 4.11 guarantees the existence of KKT multipliers satisfying
the optimality system stated above.
Proposition 4.15. Adopt the assumptions of Lemma 4.14. Then it holds
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
(4.23)
| \=
\mu   -  \mu 
\=kh |  \leq  c | log k| (k + h2 ) + \| (\=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh , q\=  -  q\=kh )\| 
with a constant c > 0 independent of k, h, \nu \=kh , q\=kh , and \mu 
\=kh .
Proof. We abbreviate \chi 
\= = (\=
\nu , q)
\= and \chi 
\=kh = (\=
\nu kh , q\=kh ). Combining the optimality
conditions for (P\^ ) and (P\^kh ) we obtain
\mu 
\=  -  \mu 
\=kh = \partial \nu  g(\chi )
\=  - 1 \partial \nu  j(\chi )
\=  -  \partial \nu  gkh (\chi 
\=kh ) - 1 \partial \nu  j(\chi 
\=kh ).
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Now, we may use the discretization error estimate (4.17) to infer
| \=
\mu   -  \mu 
\=kh |  \leq  | \partial \nu  g(\chi )
\=  - 1  -  \partial \nu  gkh (\chi )
\=  - 1 | \partial \nu  j(\chi )
\=
+ | \partial \nu  gkh (\chi )
\=  - 1 \partial \nu  j(\chi )
\=  -  \partial \nu  gkh (\chi 
\=kh ) - 1 \partial \nu  j(\chi 
\=kh )| 
\leq 

| \partial \nu  gkh (\chi )
\=  -  \partial \nu  gkh (\chi 
\=kh )| 
| \partial \nu  g(\chi )
\=  -  \partial \nu  gkh (\chi )| 
\=
\partial \nu  j(\chi )
\= +
\partial \nu  j(\chi )
\=
| \partial \nu  g(\chi )\partial 
\= \nu  gkh (\chi )| 
\=
| \partial \nu  gkh (\chi )\partial 
\= \nu  gkh (\chi 
\=kh )| 
+ | \partial \nu  gkh (\chi 
\=kh ) - 1 | | \partial \nu  j(\chi )
\=  -  \partial \nu  j(\chi 
\=kh )| 

\leq  c| log k| (k + h2 ) + c\| \chi 
\=  -  \chi 
\=kh \| ,
\int  1
where we have used that \partial \nu  j(\chi ) = 0 (1 + (\alpha /2)\| q\| 2 ) and that | \partial \nu  gkh (\chi )| 
\= \geq  \eta /2
\= for
k and h small enough, using again the discretization error estimate (4.17).
4.3. Improved error estimates for the control. Using the convergence result
of the preceding subsection, we now prove optimal order of convergence with respect
to the control variable. While the previous result is based on the quadratic growth
condition, we now directly rely on the SSC and thus avoid taking square roots in the
end. The improved convergence result will be a consequence of the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.16. Let (\=
\nu , q)
\= be a local solution to (P\^ ) satisfying the SSC (3.13) and
let \{ (k, h)\}  be a sequence of positive mesh sizes such that | log k| (k + h2 ) \rightarrow  0. Let
\{ (\=
\nu kh , q\=kh )\} k,h>0 be a sequence of local solutions to (P\^kh ) converging in \BbbR  \times  L2 (I \times  \omega )
and associated Lagrange multipliers \mu 
\=kh converging in \BbbR . Then there are constants
c > 0 and k0 , h0 > 0 such that
(4.24)
\Bigl[ 
\Bigr] 
\| (\=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh , q\= -  q\=kh )\| 2 \leq  c | log k| 2 (k + h2 )2 + \| \=
q  -  qkh \| 2L2 (I\times \omega ) + \partial q \scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )(q
\= kh  -  q)
\=
for all qkh \in  Qad,\sigma  (0, 1) and all k \leq  k0 and h \leq  h0 .
Proof. We adapt the ideas of the proof of Theorem 2.14 in [9] for optimal control
problems without state constraints. Instead of working with the objective functional,
we use the Lagrange function \scrL  and the corresponding SSC (3.13). We abbreviate
\chi 
\= = (\=
\nu , q)
\= and \chi 
\=kh = (\=
\nu kh , q\=kh ).
Step 0: Preparation. Since (\=
\nu , q)
\= is optimal for (P\^ ), it holds
(4.25)

\partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )(\chi 
\=
 -  \chi )
\= \geq  0

for all \chi  \in  \BbbR + \times  Qad (0, 1), and by the same arguments for the discrete problem (P\^kh )
(4.26)

\partial \chi  \scrL kh (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )(\chi kh  -  \chi 
\=kh ) \geq  0

for all \chi kh \in  \BbbR + \times  Qad,\sigma  (0, 1). Using (4.25) and Q\sigma  (0, 1) \subset  Q(0, 1), we find
(4.27) \partial \chi  [\scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu )
\=  -  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )]
\= (\chi 
\=kh  -  \chi )
\= \leq  \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu )(
\= \chi 
\=kh  -  \chi )
\=
\leq  \partial \chi  [\scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu )
\=  -  \scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )] (\chi 
\=kh  -  \chi )
\= + \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )(\chi 
\=kh  -  \chi ).
\=
The first term on the right-hand side of (4.27) satisfies
\partial \chi  [\scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu )
\=  -  \scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )] (\chi 
\=kh  -  \chi )
\= = (\=
\mu   -  \mu 
\=kh )g \prime  (\chi 
\=kh )(\chi 
\=kh  -  \chi ).
\=
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Concerning the second term on the right-hand side of (4.27), using (4.26) and inserting
additional terms with some arbitrary \chi kh \in  \BbbR + \times  Qad,\sigma  (0, 1) yield
\partial \chi  \scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )(\chi 
\=kh  -  \chi )
\= \leq  \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )(\chi 
\=kh  -  \chi )
\= + \partial \chi  \scrL kh (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )(\chi kh  -  \chi 
\=kh )
= \partial \chi  [\scrL kh (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )  -  \scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )] (\chi 
\=  -  \chi 
\=kh ) + \partial \chi  \scrL kh (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )(\chi kh  -  \chi )
\=
= \partial \chi  [\scrL kh (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )  -  \scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )] (\chi 
\=  -  \chi 
\=kh )
+ \partial \chi  [\scrL kh (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )  -  \scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )] (\chi kh  -  \chi )
\=
(4.28)

+ \partial \chi  [\scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )  -  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu 
\=kh )] (\chi kh  -  \chi )
\= + \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu 
\=kh )(\chi kh  -  \chi ).
\=

Concerning the first term on the right-hand side, we find
\prime 
\partial \chi  [\scrL kh (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )  -  \scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )] (\chi 
\=  -  \chi 
\=kh ) = \mu 
\=kh [gkh
(\chi 
\=kh )  -  g \prime  (\chi 
\=kh )] (\chi 
\=  -  \chi 
\=kh )

\leq  c| log k| (k + h2 )\| \chi 
\=  -  \chi 
\=kh \| ,
where we have used boundedness of the Lagrange multipliers \mu 
\=kh due to Proposition 4.15 and the estimate (4.17). Similarly for the second term of (4.28), it holds
\partial \chi  [\scrL kh (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )  -  \scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )] (\chi kh  -  \chi )
\= \leq  c| log k| (k + h2 )\| \chi kh  -  \chi \| .
\=
The third term of (4.28) is estimated using Lipschitz continuity of \partial \chi  \scrL  (due to Lipschitz continuity of g \prime  on bounded sets),
\partial \chi  [\scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu 
\=kh )  -  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu 
\=kh )] (\chi kh  -  \chi )
\= \leq  c\| \chi 
\=kh  -  \chi \| \| \chi 
\=
\=
kh  -  \chi \| .
Since \scrL  is two times continuously differentiable we find
(4.29)

\partial \chi 2 \scrL (\chi 
\v kh , \mu )[
\= \chi 
\=kh  -  \chi ]
\= 2 = \partial \chi  [\scrL (\chi 
\=kh , \mu )
\=  -  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )]
\= (\chi 
\=kh  -  \chi )
\=

with \chi 
\v kh in-between \chi 
\= and \chi 
\=kh . Together with the estimates above, we obtain
\partial \chi 2 \scrL (\chi 
\v kh , \mu )[
\= \chi 
\=kh  -  \chi ]
\= 2 \leq  c| log k| (k + h2 ) (\| \chi 
\=  -  \chi 
\=kh \|  + \| \chi 
\=  -  \chi kh \| )
(4.30)

+ c\| \chi 
\=kh  -  \chi \| \| \chi 
\=
\= + \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu 
\=kh )(\chi kh  -  \chi )
\=
kh  -  \chi \| 
+ | \=
\mu   -  \mu 
\=kh | | g \prime  (\chi 
\=kh )(\chi 
\=kh  -  \chi )| .
\=

We argue by contradiction. Suppose that (4.24) is false, then there exist a subsequence of mesh sizes \{ kn , hn \}  converging to zero and (\=
\nu n , q\=n ) \in  \BbbR + \times  Qad,\sigma  (0, 1) such
that (\=
\nu n , q\=n ) \rightarrow  (\=
\nu , q)
\= with
\Bigl[ 
\Bigr] 
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\= 2 > n (| log kn | (kn + h2n ))2 + \| qn  -  q\| 
\= 2L2 (I\times \omega ) + \partial q \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )(q
\= n  -  q)
\= ,
where we use for convenience the short notation \nu \=n = \nu \=kn hn and \scrL n = \scrL kn hn , etc.
Setting \chi n = (\=
\nu , qn ), the inequality is equivalent to
(4.31)

1
(| log kn | (kn + h2n ))2
\| \chi n  -  \chi \| 
\= 2
\partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )(\chi 
\= n  -  \chi )
\=
>
+
+
.
2
2
2
n
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=

Define \rho n = \| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\= and
vn = (vn\nu  , vnq ) =

1
(\chi 
\=n  -  \chi ).
\=
\rho n
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We may assume without loss of generality that vn\nu  \rightarrow  v \nu  in \BbbR  and vnq \rightharpoonup  v q in L2 (I \times \omega )
and we abbreviate v = (v \nu  , v q ).
Step 1: \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= = 0. The optimality condition (3.4) implies
\partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= = lim \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= n \geq  0.
n\rightarrow \infty 

To show the reverse inequality, we consider
\partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= = lim \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= n

(4.32)

n\rightarrow \infty 

= lim \partial \chi  \scrL n (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )vn
n\rightarrow \infty 

+ lim \partial \chi  [\scrL (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )  -  \scrL n (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )] vn
n\rightarrow \infty 

+ lim \partial \chi  [\scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )
\=  -  \scrL (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )] vn .

(4.33)

n\rightarrow \infty 

The limit in (4.32) exists due to weak convergence of (vn\nu  , vnq ). Concerning the second
limit in (4.33) we observe
lim [\partial \chi  \scrL (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )  -  \partial \chi  \scrL n (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )] vn

n\rightarrow \infty 

= lim \mu 
\=n [g \prime  (\chi 
\=n )  -  gn\prime  (\chi 
\=n )] vn \leq  c lim | log kn | (kn + h2n ) = 0,
n\rightarrow \infty 

n\rightarrow \infty 

where we have used boundedness of \mu 
\=n and (4.17). Using Lipschitz continuity we
estimate the third limit as
lim [\partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )
\=  -  \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )] vn \leq  c lim (\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\= + | \=
\mu   -  \mu 
\=n | ) = 0,

n\rightarrow \infty 

n\rightarrow \infty 

due to \| vn \|  = 1 and convergence of \mu 
\=n ; see Proposition 4.15. Thus, the first limit
in (4.33) must exist as well. Using continuity of \partial \chi  \scrL  in \BbbR  \times  L2 (I \times  \omega ) and the
optimality condition (4.26) for \chi 
\=n = (\=
\nu n , q\=n ) with \chi n = (\=
\nu , qn ) we find
\partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= \leq  lim \partial \chi  \scrL n (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )vn
n\rightarrow \infty 

1
[\partial \chi  \scrL n (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )(0, qn  -  q)
\= + \partial \chi  \scrL n (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )(\=
\nu n  -  \nu ,
\= q\=n  -  qn )]
\rho n
1
\leq  lim
\partial \chi  \scrL n (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )(0, qn  -  q).
\=
n\rightarrow \infty  \rho n
= lim

n\rightarrow \infty 

Since for any \varphi  \in  \BbbR  \times  L2 (I \times  \omega ) it holds
\partial \chi  \scrL n (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )\varphi  \leq  | \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )\varphi |  + | [\partial \chi  \scrL n (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )  -  \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi 
\=n , \mu 
\=n )] \varphi | 
\bigl( 
\bigr) 
2
\nu 
q
\leq  c 1 + | log kn | (kn + hn ) \| (\varphi  , \varphi  )\| ,
we conclude
\bigl( 
\bigr)  \| qn  -  q\| 
\= L2 (I\times \omega )
\partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= \leq  lim c 1 + | log kn | (kn + h2n )
= 0,
n\rightarrow \infty 
\rho n
due to (4.31). In summary, we proved \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= = 0.
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Step 2: g \prime  (\chi )v
\= = 0. Using g(\chi )
\= = gn (\chi 
\=n ) = 0, (4.16), (4.31), and Step 1 we infer
1
1
[j(\chi 
\=n )  -  j(\chi )]
\= = lim
[\scrL n (\chi 
\=n , \mu )
\=  -  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )]
\=
n\rightarrow \infty  \rho n
\rho n
1
= lim
[\scrL n (\chi 
\=n , \mu )
\=  -  \scrL (\chi 
\=n , \mu )
\= + \scrL (\chi 
\=n , \mu )
\=  -  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )]
\=
n\rightarrow \infty  \rho n
c
\leq  lim sup | log kn | (kn + h2n ) + \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= = 0.
n\rightarrow \infty  \rho n

j \prime  (\chi )v
\= = lim

n\rightarrow \infty 

Similarly, we calculate
1
1
[g(\chi 
\=n )  -  g(\chi )]
\= = lim
[(gn (\chi 
\=n )  -  g(\chi ))
\= + (g(\chi 
\=n )  -  gn (\chi 
\=n ))]
n\rightarrow \infty  \rho n
\rho n
c
\leq  lim sup | log kn | (kn + h2n ) = 0.
n\rightarrow \infty  \rho n

g \prime  (\chi )v
\= = lim

n\rightarrow \infty 

Hence, from \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= = j \prime  (\chi )v
\= + \mu 
\= g \prime  (\chi )v
\= = 0 and \mu 
\= > 0 (see Lemma 3.8), we
\prime 
conclude g (\chi )v
\= = 0.
Step 3: v \in  C(\=\nu ,\=q) . Because the set
\bigm| 
\Biggl\{ 
\Biggr\} 
\bigm|  \delta q \leq  0 if q(t,
\= x) = qb
\bigm| 
2
\delta q \in  L (I \times  \omega ) \bigm| 
,
\bigm|  \delta q \geq  0 if q(t,
\= x) = qa
is closed and convex, it is in particular weakly closed. Moreover, due to feasibility of
qn every (qn  -  q)/\rho 
\= n belongs to the set above, so does the weak limit. Thus, v satisfies
v q \leq  0, if q(t,
\= x) = qb , and v q \geq  0, if q(t,
\= x) = qa . For this reason, (3.10) implies
\int 

1

\int 

\ast 

q

\int 

1

\int 

\nu (\alpha \=
\= q + B z)v
\= dx dt =
0

\omega 

0

\nu | (\alpha \=
\= q + B \ast  z)v
\= q |  dx dt.

\omega 

Moreover, due to \partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= = 0 and the first order necessary condition \partial \nu  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )
\= = 0
we have the equality
0 = \partial q \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= q =

\int 

1

\nu (\alpha \=
\= q + B \ast  z,
\= v q )L2 (\omega ) dt =

0

\int 
0

1

\int 

\nu | (\alpha \=
\= q + B \ast  z)v
\= q |  dx dt.

\omega 

Hence, v q = 0, if \alpha \=
q(t, x) + B \ast  z(t,
\= x) \not = 0, and v q satisfies the sign condition (3.11) as
well. With Step 1 we have proved that v \in  C(\=\nu ,\=q) .
Step 4: v = 0. Since \chi 
\=n \rightarrow  \chi 
\= in \BbbR  \times  L2 (I \times  \omega ), it holds \chi 
\v n \rightarrow  \chi ,
\= where \chi 
\v n was
defined in (4.29). Thus, continuity of \partial \chi  \scrL  in \BbbR  \times  L2 (I \times  \omega ) yields
lim inf \partial \chi 2 \scrL (\chi 
\v n , \mu )v
\= n2 \geq  lim inf \partial \chi 2 \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= n2 + lim inf \partial \chi 2 [\scrL (\chi 
\v n , \mu )
\=  -  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )]v
\= n2
n\rightarrow \infty 

(4.34)

n\rightarrow \infty 

n\rightarrow \infty 

= lim inf \partial \chi 2 \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= n2 .
n\rightarrow \infty 

Due to (4.23) and (4.31) we have
(4.35)

1
1
\partial \chi  [\scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu 
\=n )  -  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )]
\= (\chi n  -  \chi )
\= = 2 (\=
\mu n  -  \mu )g
\= \prime  (\chi )(\chi 
\= n  -  \chi )
\=
2
\rho n
\rho n
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\=
c
| log kn | (kn + h2n )
c
| \=
\mu   -  \mu 
\=n |  \| \chi n  -  \chi \| 
\leq  c
\leq  \surd 
+ 1 \leq  \surd  .
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\= \| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=
n
n
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Similarly, using (4.23) and since | g \prime  (\chi )v
\= n |  \rightarrow  0 by Step 2, it holds
| \=
\mu   -  \mu 
\=n | 
| \=
\mu   -  \mu 
\=n | | g \prime  (\chi 
\=n )(\chi 
\=n  -  \chi )| 
\=
\leq 
(| g \prime  (\chi )v
\= n |  + | [g \prime  (\chi 
\=n )  -  g \prime  (\chi )]v
\= n | )
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\= 2
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
| log kn | (kn + h2n )
(4.36)
\leq  c
+ 1 (| g \prime  (\chi )v
\= n |  + \| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| )
\= \rightarrow  0.
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=
Employing (4.34) and (4.30) we infer
lim inf \partial \chi 2 \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= n2 \leq  lim inf \partial \chi 2 \scrL (\chi 
\v n , \mu )v
\= n2 \leq  lim sup \partial \chi 2 \scrL (\chi 
\v n , \mu )v
\= n2
n\rightarrow \infty 
n\rightarrow \infty 
n\rightarrow \infty 
\biggl( 
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
\| \chi n  -  \chi \| 
\=
\| \chi n  -  \chi \| 
\=
c| log kn | (kn + h2n )
\leq  lim sup
1+
+c
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=
n\rightarrow \infty 
\partial \chi  [\scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu 
\=n )  -  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )]
\= (\chi n  -  \chi )
\=
\partial \chi  \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )(\chi 
\= n  -  \chi )
\=
+
+
2
2
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\=
\biggr) 
| \=
\mu   -  \mu 
\=n | | g \prime  (\chi 
\=n )(\chi 
\=n  -  \chi )| 
\=
+
(4.37)
= 0.
\| \chi 
\=n  -  \chi \| 
\= 2
Here, we have used (4.31) to estimate the first three summands, (4.35) for the second
last term, and (4.36) for the last term. Last, weak lower semicontinuity of j \prime \prime  and g \prime \prime  ,
and Corollary 3.5 lead to
\partial \chi 2 \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= 2 \leq  lim inf \partial \chi 2 \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= n2 \leq  0.
n\rightarrow \infty 

From the second order sufficient condition (3.13) we conclude v = (v \nu  , v q ) = 0. Note
that this in particular implies v \nu  \rightarrow  0 in \BbbR .
Step 5: Final contradiction. Using \| (vn\nu  , vnq )\|  = 1 and v \nu  \rightarrow  0 we obtain
0 < \alpha \=
\nu  = \alpha \=
\nu  lim inf \| (vn\nu  , vnq )\| 2 = lim inf \alpha 
n\rightarrow \infty 

n\rightarrow \infty 

\int 

1

\nu \| v
\= nq (t)\| 2L2 (\omega ) dt.

0

Using the specific structure of j \prime \prime  , we see that
\int 
lim inf \alpha 
n\rightarrow \infty 

1

\nu \| v
\= nq (t)\| 2L2 (\omega ) dt = lim inf j \prime \prime  (\chi )[v
\= n\nu  , vnq ]2 .
n\rightarrow \infty 

0

Due to g \prime \prime  (\chi )[0,
\=
0]2 = 0 and weak lower semicontinuity (see Corollary 3.5), we conclude
0 < lim inf j \prime \prime  (\chi )v
\= n2 \leq  lim inf j \prime \prime  (\chi )v
\= n2 + \mu 
\= lim inf g \prime \prime  (\chi )v
\= n2
n\rightarrow \infty 

n\rightarrow \infty 

n\rightarrow \infty 

\leq  lim inf \partial \chi 2 \scrL (\chi ,
\= \mu )v
\= n2 \leq  0,
n\rightarrow \infty 

where we have used again (4.37) in the last inequality. The last chain of inequalities
provides a contradiction and we conclude that (4.24) must hold.
Finally we prove the main result of this paper, i.e., a priori discretization error
estimates that are optimal with respect to the control variable. We consider different
control discretization strategies.
4.3.1. Parameter control and variational discretization. As proposed in
[18] for elliptic equations (cf. also [28] for parabolic equations), the state and adjoint
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equations are discretized, only. The control is then implicitly discretized employing
the optimality conditions, precisely the discrete analogue to (3.9). In this case, the
operator I\sigma  is the identity and \sigma (k, h) = 0.
Theorem 4.17 (variational discretization). Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.14
hold and suppose the variational control discretization, i.e., Q\sigma  (0, 1) = Q(0, 1). Then
there is a constant c > 0 not depending on h and k such that
| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh |  + \| \=
q  -  q\=kh \| L2 (I\times \omega ) \leq  c| log k| (k + h2 ).
Proof. Lemma 4.14 guarantees the existence of a sequence of local solutions converging strongly in \BbbR  \times  L2 (I \times  \omega ). Thus, we can apply Lemma 4.16 with qkh = q.
\=
In case of purely time-dependent control, the set \omega  is already discrete and the
space L2 (\omega ) \sim 
= \BbbR Nc does not need to be discretized; see section 2. Moreover, in view
of the projection formula
\biggl( 
\biggr) 
1 \ast 
q\=kh = PQad  -  B z\=kh ,
\alpha 
which can be deduced from (4.21) with Qad,\sigma  (0, 1) = Qad (0, 1), the optimal control
q\=kh obtained by the variational approach is piecewise constant in time with values in
\BbbR Nc . Based on this observation, the controls constructed in Theorem 4.17 are already
contained in a discrete space, and we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.18 (parameter control). Let the assumptions of 4.14 hold, suppose
that
the piecewise constant\bigr\}  discrete control space Q\sigma  (0, 1) =
\bigl\{  \omega  is discrete, and choose N
v \in  Q(0, 1) : v| Im \in  \scrP 0 (Im ; \BbbR  c ), m = 1, 2, . . . , M . Then there is a constant c > 0
not depending on h and k such that
| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh |  + \| \=
q  -  q\=kh \| L2 (I;\BbbR m ) \leq  c| log k| (k + h2 ).
In the case of a distributed control, the variational control discretization is associated with an additional implementation effort. Fully discrete strategies are therefore
of independent interest and we will investigate different variants in the following sections.
4.3.2. Cellwise constant control approximation. The discrete space of controls is defined as follows:
Q\sigma  (0, 1) = \{ v \in  Q(0, 1) : v| Im \times K \in  \scrP 0 (Im \times  K) for all K \in  \scrT h\omega  , m = 1, 2, . . . , M \}  .
We define the orthogonal projection \Pi kh : L2 (I \times  \omega ) \rightarrow  Q\sigma  (0, 1) in the standard
way. Similarly, we introduce the othogonal projection \Pi k onto the piecewise constant
functions in time with values in L2 . Then, for any v \in  H 1 (I; L2 ) \cap  L2 (I; H 1 ) there
holds the projection error estimate
\| \Pi kh v  -  v\| L2 (I;L2 ) \leq  \| \Pi kh v  -  \Pi k v\| L2 (I;L2 ) + \| \Pi k v  -  v\| L2 (I;L2 )
(4.38)

\leq  ch\| \nabla v\| L2 (I;L2 ) + ck\| \partial t v\| L2 (I;L2 ) .

We obtain the following error estimate for the discretization by cellwise constant
controls. Note that also in this case Lemma 4.14 only provides a suboptimal estimate
of order (k + h)1/2 .
Theorem 4.19 (cellwise constant controls). Let the assumptions of Lemma 4.14
hold and suppose the piecewise and cellwise constant control discretization. Then there
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is a constant c > 0 not depending on h and k such that
| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh |  + \| \=
q  -  q\=kh \| L2 (I\times \omega ) \leq  c| log k| (k + h).
Proof. We apply Lemma 4.16 with I\sigma  = \Pi kh and qkh = I\sigma  q.
\= Using the adjoint
state, we write the derivative of the Lagrangian as
\int 

1

\nu (\alpha \=
\= q + B \ast  z,
\= v)L2 (\omega ) .

\partial q \scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )v
\= =
0

\= = \alpha \=
Abbreviating \lambda 
q + B \ast  z\= and applying orthogonality of \Pi kh and \nu \= \in  \BbbR  we obtain
\int 
\partial q \scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )(I
\= \sigma  q\=  -  q)
\= = \nu \=

1

\=  -  I\sigma  \lambda 
\= , I\sigma  q\=  -  q)
(\lambda 
\= L2 (\omega ) .

0

The improved regularity q\= \in  H 1 (I; L2 (\omega ))\cap L2 (I; H 1 (\omega )) from Proposition 3.10 yields
\=
\| I\sigma  q\=  -  q\| 
\= L2 (I;L2 ) \leq  c(k + h) due to (4.38), and the same estimates are valid for \lambda 
employing the same arguments. This results in
2
\=  -  I\sigma  \lambda 
\= \| L2 (I\times \omega ) \| I\sigma  q\=  -  q\| 
\partial q \scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )(q
\= kh  -  q)
\= \leq  \nu \| 
\= \lambda 
\= L2 (I\times \omega ) \leq  c (k + h) ,

which, combined with the estimate for I\sigma  q\=  -  q,
\= yields the result.
4.3.3. Cellwise linear control approximation. The discrete space of controls
is defined as follows:
Qh = \{ v \in  C(\omega ) : v| K \in  \scrP 1 (K) for all K \in  \scrT h\omega  \}  ,
Q\sigma  (0, 1) = \{ v \in  Q(0, 1) : v| Im \times K \in  \scrP 0 (Im ; Qh ) for all m = 1, 2, . . . , M \}  .
Let Ih : C(\omega ) \rightarrow  Qh denote the Lagrange interpolant. We abbreviate the time indices
by \scrI k = \{  1, 2, . . . , M \}  and decompose the set \scrI k \times  \scrT h\omega  as
\scrS 1 = \{  (m, K) \in  \scrI k \times  \scrT h\omega  : | \alpha \=
q + B \ast  z| 
\= > 0 a.e. in Im \times  K \}  ,
\scrS 2 = \{  (m, K) \in  \scrI k \times  \scrT h\omega  : \alpha \=
q + B \ast  z\= = 0 a.e. in Im \times  K \}  ,
\scrS 3 = (\scrI k \times  \scrT h\omega  ) \setminus  (\scrS 1 \cup  \scrS 2 ) .
Under an additional assumption we obtain the following convergence result.
Theorem 4.20 (cellwise linear controls). Adapt the assumption of Lemma 4.14
and suppose the temporal piecewise constant and spatial piecewise linear control discretization. Assume that there is p > d + 1 such that ud \in  W01,p (\Omega ) and that there is
c > 0 such that
(4.39)

\sum 

km | K|  \leq  ch.

(m,K)\in \scrS 3

Then there is a constant c > 0 not depending on h and k such that
| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh |  + \| \=
q  -  q\=kh \| L2 (I\times \omega ) \leq  c| log k| (k + h3/2 - 1/p ).
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Proof. This proof adapts ideas from [28, section 5.2]. We set I\sigma  = Ih \Pi k with \Pi k
and Ih as defined above to apply Lemma 4.16 with qkh = I\sigma  q.
\= We have to estimate
the error term \| \=
q  -  Ih \Pi k q\| 
\= L2 (I\times \omega ) . The temporal error is treated as before and for
the spatial error \Pi k (\=
q  -  Ih q)
\= we distinguish the three different cases: on \scrS 1 , the
local error contributions are zero because we either have q\= = qa or q\= = qb , hence,
q\=  -  Ih \Pi k q\= \equiv  0. On \scrS 2 , we can use that q\= exhibits additional L2 (I; H 2 )-regularity
with an error estimate for Ih that gives the rate h2 . On \scrS 3 , we exploit the improved
regularity q\= \in  C(I; W 1,p (\omega )); see, e.g., [3, Proposition 5.3], as well as (4.39) to obtain
the rate h3 - 2/p . The term \partial q \scrL (\=
\nu , q,
\= \mu )(I
\= \sigma  q\=  -  q)
\= is estimated similarly, where we in
addition use orthogonality of \Pi k . For further details on the proof, we refer to [3,
Theorem 5.21].
Similar assumptions to (4.39) have been used in related publications for cellwise
linear control discretization; see, e.g., [28, section 5.2] for a linear parabolic equation
and [9, Theorem 4.5] for a quasi-linear elliptic equation. The assumption is justified for
instance in the case that the boundary of the active set of q(t)
\= is a (d  -  1) dimensional
submanifold of \Omega  at each t \in  I, which is often the case.
5. Numerical examples. To validate the theoretical findings in practice, we
consider different numerical examples. All examples are implemented in MATLAB.
The state constraint is incorporated into the objective functional by means of the
augmented Lagrangian method, where we employ the parameter updates suggested
in [1, Proposition 2] and [2, p. 404ff.]. The nonlinear optimal control problems arising
in each iteration of the method are then solved using the trust-region semismooth
Newton algorithm from [21] in a monolithic way, i.e., we optimize for the pair (\nu , q)
instead of empolying a bilevel optimization. If the absolute value of the terminal
constraint is smaller than 10 - 9 , the augmented Lagrangian method is stopped.
5.1. Example with analytic reference solution. We consider the academic
test problem
\Omega  = \omega  = (0, 1)2 ,

\alpha  = 1,

ud (x) =  - 2 sin(πx1 ) sin(πx2 ),

\delta 0 = 1/2,
u0 (x) = sin(πx1 ) sin(πx2 )

without control constraints. Moreover, we use the operator  - c\Delta  with c = 1/(2\pi  2 ) for
convenience. The optimal state and adjoint state are given by
\Bigl( 
\Bigr) 
\=
\=
u(t,
\= x) = 2 e - \=\nu t  -  e\nu (t - 1)
u0 (x), z(t,
\= x) = 4e\nu (t - 1)
u0 (x)
with optimal time T = \nu \= = log(2). Moreover, it can be verified that the SSC is
satisfied on L2 (I\times \omega ). Since no control constraints are active this situation corresponds
to the variational control discretization. We observe linear order of convergence with
respect to the temporal and quadratic order of convergence with respect to the spatial
discretization; see Figure 1. Note, that the error for the optimal final time appears to
be dominated by the spatial error for fine temporal meshes, whereas the error for the
control and state is affected by the temporal discretization for fine meshes in space.
5.2. Example with purely time-dependent control. Next, we consider a
time-optimal control problem with purely time-dependent controls with fixed spatially
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100
| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh | 
\| \=
q  -  q\=kh \| 
\| \=
u  -  u
\=kh \| 
\scrO (h2 )

| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh | 
\| \=
q  -  q\=kh \| 
\| \=
u  -  u
\=kh \| 
\scrO (k)

100
10 - 1
10 - 2

10 - 1

10 - 2

10 - 3

Control/State error

Control/State error

101

10 - 3

10 - 4
101

102

101

Temporal discretization

102

103

Spatial discretization

Fig. 1. Discretization error for Example 5.1 with variational control discretization and refinement of the time interval for N = 16641 nodes (left) and refinement of the spatial discretization for
M = 512 time steps (right).

dependent functions. Let
\Omega  = (0, 1)2 , \omega 1 = (0, 0.5) \times  (0, 1),
B : \BbbR 2 \rightarrow  L2 (\Omega ),
2

\omega 2 = (0.5, 1) \times  (0, 0.5),

\alpha  = 10 - 2 ,

Bq = q1 \chi \omega 1 + q2 \chi \omega 2 ,
2

Qad (0, 1) = \{ q \in  L (I; \BbbR  ) :  -  1.5 \leq  q \leq  0\} ,
u0 (x) = 4 sin(\pi x21 ) sin(\pi x32 ),

ud (x) = 0,

\delta 0 = 1/10,

where \chi \omega 1 and \chi \omega 2 denote the characteristic functions on \omega 1 and \omega 2 . The spatial
mesh is chosen such that the boundaries of \omega 1 and \omega 2 coincide with edges of the
mesh, which ensures that B can be easily implemented on the discrete level. The
solutions of the discrete problem are compared to a discrete solution calculated on a
sufficiently fine mesh since no analytic expression is available. The optimal time is
T \approx  1.79931. We observe linear convergence with respect to the temporal mesh size
and quadratic order of convergence with respect to the spatial mesh size, as predicted
by Corollary 4.18; see Figure 2.
To assess the validity of the second order sufficient optimality hypothesis, we
verify the scalar condition of Lemma 3.16 for the discrete problem. Since the linear
system (3.18) defines a symmetric but not a positive definite matrix, we calculate
a solution using MINRES without assembling the matrix. We observe that for all
choices of the cost parameter \alpha  the condition is satisfied on the discrete level; see
Table 1. Note that the SSC for the discrete problem does not guarantee that the SSC
for the continuous problem holds. However, the fact that the numbers are robust with
respect to mesh refinement can serve as an indication for the continuous problem. In
accordance with Proposition 3.17, we observe that the lower bound of the coercivity
constant (3.17) from Lemma 3.16 decreases with decreasing \alpha . In contrast, the constant \gamma \= increases. This can be explained as follows: as the size of the critical cone
C(\=\nu ,\=q) decreases as \alpha  tends to zero and we fix \delta \nu  = 1, the variable \delta  q\= has to counteract the decrease of Cq\= in order to satisfy the linear constraint g \prime  (\=
\nu kh , q\=kh )(1, \delta  q)
\= = 0
resulting in an increase of the norm of \delta  q.
\=
5.3. Example with distributed control on subdomain. Last, we consider
an example with distributed control on a subset of the domain. As before we compare
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Control/State error

10 - 1

| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh | 
\| \=
q  -  q\=kh \| 
\| \=
u  -  u
\=kh \| 
\scrO (h2 )

101
Control/State error

| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh | 
\| \=
q  -  q\=kh \| 
\| \=
u  -  u
\=kh \| 
\scrO (k)

100

100
10 - 1
10 - 2

10 - 2

10 - 3
10 - 3
101

102

103

101

Temporal discretization

102

10 - 4

103

Spatial discretization

Fig. 2. Discretization error for Example 5.2 with variational control discretization and refinement of the time interval for N = 1089 nodes (left) and refinement of the spatial discretization for
M = 320 time steps (right).
Table 1
Numerical verification of SSC for Example 5.2. The table shows the discrete counterpart of
\gamma 
\= from Lemma 3.16 and the lower bound on the corresponding coercivity constant \kappa 
\= for different
temporal, and spatial degrees of freedom and cost parameter \alpha .
\alpha  = 1

\alpha  = 0.1

\alpha  = 0.01

\alpha  = 0.001

M

N

\gamma 
\=kh

\kappa 
\= kh \geq 

\gamma 
\=kh

\kappa 
\= kh \geq 

\gamma 
\=kh

\kappa 
\= kh \geq 

\gamma 
\=kh

\kappa 
\= kh \geq 

80
160
320

1089
1089
1089

7.55
7.55
7.51

4.56 - 1
4.53 - 1
4.51 - 1

17.7
18.1
18.3

4.90 - 2
4.88 - 2
4.86 - 2

2.51+3
2.51+3
2.47+3

6.05 - 3
6.01 - 3
5.99 - 3

2.96+6
1.37+6
5.34+5

6.06 - 4
6.02 - 4
6.00 - 4

640
640
640

81
289
1089

7.75
7.55
7.51

4.74 - 1
4.54 - 1
4.49 - 1

18.4
18.3
18.2

5.08 - 2
4.90 - 2
4.85 - 2

2.21+3
2.40+3
2.47+3

6.18 - 3
6.02 - 3
5.98 - 3

2.18+5
2.10+5
2.95+5

6.19 - 4
6.03 - 4
5.99 - 4

Inactive constraints

96\%

62\%

5\%

< 1\%

it to a reference solution obtained numerically on a fine grid. The problem data are
\Omega  = (0, 1)2 , \omega  = (0, 0.75)2 , \alpha  = 10 - 2 ,
Qad (0, 1) = \{ q \in  L2 (I \times  \omega ) :  -  5 \leq  q \leq  0\} ,
ud (x) =  - 2 min \{  x1 , 1  -  x1 , x2 , 1  -  x2 \}  , \delta 0 = 1/10,
u0 (x) = 4 sin(\pi x21 ) sin(\pi x2 )3 .
We consider the operator  - c\Delta  with c = 0.03. Note, that the control acts only on a
subset \omega  \subsetneq  \Omega . Moreover, the control constraints as well as the cost parameter are
chosen in a way such that the constraints on the control are active in a large region.
The optimal time we obtain numerically is approximately T \approx  1.22198. The
control is discretized by cellwise constant functions in space. In accordance with
Theorem 4.19 we observe linear convergence in time and space for the control variable;
see Figure 3. In contrast, for the optimal time and the state we obtain quadratic order
of convergence in h, which is better than predicted by the given theory. However, we
expect that one can also prove full order of convergence for the time and state variables
and an appropriately postprocessed optimal control, which is reconstructed in terms
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10 - 1

100

10 - 2

10 - 1
| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh | 
\| \=
q  -  q\=kh \| 
\| \=
u  -  u
\=kh \| 
\scrO (h), \scrO (h2 )

| \=
\nu   -  \nu \=kh | 
\| \=
q  -  q\=kh \| 
\| \=
u  -  u
\=kh \| 
\scrO (k)

10 - 3

10 - 4 1
10
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103
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Temporal discretization
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102

103

Control/State error

Control/State error

160

10 - 3

Spatial discretization

Fig. 3. Discretization error for Example 5.3 with cellwise constant control discretization and
refinement of the time interval for N = 1089 nodes (left) and refinement of the spatial discretization
for M = 320 time steps (right).

Table 2
Numerical verification of SSC for Example 5.3. The table shows the discrete counterpart of
\gamma 
\= from Lemma 3.16 and the lower bound on the corresponding coercivity constant \kappa 
\= for different
temporal and spatial degrees of freedom, and cost parameter \alpha .
\alpha  = 1

\alpha  = 0.1

\alpha  = 0.01

\alpha  = 0.001

M

N

\gamma 
\=kh

\kappa 
\= kh \geq 

\gamma 
\=kh

\kappa 
\= kh \geq 

\gamma 
\=kh

\kappa 
\= kh \geq 

\gamma 
\=kh

\kappa 
\= kh \geq 

320
320
320

81
289
1089

9.97
13.7
14.9

1.52 - 1
1.97 - 1
2.10 - 1

26.5
26.5
26.8

1.34 - 2
1.44 - 2
1.47 - 2

3.81+2
4.46+2
4.60+2

3.27 - 3
3.59 - 3
3.68 - 3

1.75+4
1.58+4
1.39+4

3.65 - 4
3.95 - 4
4.03 - 4

40
80
160

4225
4225
4225

17.3
16.1
15.6

2.29 - 1
2.20 - 1
2.16 - 1

27.1
26.9
26.9

1.51 - 2
1.49 - 2
1.49 - 2

4.57+2
4.57+2
4.58+2

3.77 - 3
3.72 - 3
3.71 - 3

1.52+4
1.47+4
1.48+4

4.13 - 4
4.09 - 4
4.07 - 4

Inactive constraints

98\%

67\%

19\%

6\%

of the adjoint state using the pointwise projection formula (3.9); see, e.g., [28, 29]. As
before, we assess the validity of the second order sufficient optimality hypothesis, by
verifying the scalar condition of Lemma 3.16 for the discrete problem. For all choices
of the cost parameter \alpha , we observe that the condition is satisfied; see Table 2.
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